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ÀBSTRÀCT

À computer monítored three-dinensional force and moment dynanometer

system t,las developed and evaluated. The softrrare package developed

allows lhe acquisition of data and determination of the three

dimensional forces and moments. The unique Line of action of the

resultant force was lhen determined by means of the Wrench Theory for

force and noment systems. A Iine represenling the resultänt force and a

mathematical nodel of the surface of the tillage implement tested l{ere

then used to determine the intersection point of the resultant force and

the surface of the tillage inplement,

The dynarnoneter was calibrated using the Matrix Method to reduce the

effect of interaction of the six transducer dynamomeler systen. This

calibration method was conpared to a procedure using vector analysis and

individual calibraLion of the six transducers in tension and

compression. The Matrix Method of force and moment analysis was found

to improve the accurâcy of the dynamometer.

Tillage triaLs were conducted using a field cultivator shovel and a

disk blade nounted at a 30 degree angle in lhe University of Manitoba,

Department of ÀgricuItural Engineering Soil Bin. The resultan! three

dinensional forces and moments exerted on the lilJ.age implenent were

measured using the dynarnomeLer. The wrench for the resultan! force and

noment systen neasured was calculated. The intersection point of the

mathematical nodeL of the tillage tool and line describing lhe line of

actÍon of the resultant force, were deLermined.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

The measurement of forces involved with tillage tool systems aids in the

design of tiI).age equipment. If the rnagnitude, direction and point of

applicaLion of the forces on a tillage implemenl are known, both over-

design and under-design may be avoided. with improved neasurement of

the forces on lillage implenents there could be a more efficient use of

materials leading to cost reduction and extended Life of the tilJ.age

irnplements.

The design and instrumenLation of a tillage force and moment

dynamometer are a function of the forces that the dynanometer will be

expected !o measure. The tilIage force dynamometer presented in this

thesis measures the forces and moments in three dimensions. Tha! is the

draft, Lateral and vertical forces, and three moments abou! the lhree

principal axes Xr Yr and Z. The design of the transducer frame and

location of the transducers all.owed the tíItage forces measured to be

unaffected by the position of the tillage implement relative to lhe

origin of the dynarnometer systen. The conpuler system used allowed for

lhe examinaLion of each of the three dimensional forces simultaneously.

The measurenent of the forces in three dimensions allows rnore

complete comparison of tillage implemenls and lheir associated forces.

For exampLe, a cultivator shovel and a disk blade set at an angle may

have a similar total draft but quite different force components. The
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disk blade will generate a constant side tillage force where the side

tillage force on the cultivator shoveL will vary from posítive to

negative. The direction of the vertical force on a cultivator couLd be

positive or negative and stilI give the same magnitude for the resultant

force. Without the ability t.o determine the forces in three dimensions

sinultaneously important differences could not be found.

The main advantage in working in a soil bin is the ability to control

factors that affect performance of a tillage implement such as type and

uniforrnity of soi1, noisture content, compaction, and accurate depth

control of the tillage inplement. The measurement of the forces of

different implements under the same conditions, aLlows a direct

comparison of their performance. Field studies commonly show large

differences of measured forces due to soil variation. Thís makes it
difficult to compare the performance of !illage equipment of simÍlar

design under f ield conditions.

The objective of this thesis was the instrumentation of the

Department of Agricultural Engineering SoiI Bin tool bar. This íncluded

the development of a computer monitored three dimensional force and

monent dynamometer. The instrumentation and calibration of the six

force transducers and the determination of the resultant force and

moment equations for the dynamometer. À userfriendLy softrlare package

was deveì.oped as part of this thesis to allor¡ the collection and

interpretation of three dimensional tillage forces. FinaLly the running

of demonstration tilLage trials was done with a cultivãtor shovel and a

disk blade mounted at a 30 degree ângLe to lhe direction of travel of

!he soil bin carr iage.



Chapter II
REVI EI,I OF LI TERATURE

2.1 EÀRLY TILLAGE FORCE MEASUREMENT

one of the first sensing devices used to measure forces on !illage
implements lras the drawbar dynamometer. The drawbar dynanoneter

measured lotal draft of a drawn implemenl and was placed between the

lractor and the implement. This method did not give any infornation on

the direction of the resultant force, just the totat pull of the

implement. This type of dynamometer v¡ould be unsuiLable for the

neasurement of tillage implements that generate vertical or lateral

f orces.

Jensen (1954) developed a strain gage drawbar dynamometer that was

used in field tests to deternine tractor power requirernents. This

dynamometer was only concerned with neasurement of the total pull on the

trâctor. Jensen ('1 954) developed a dynamoneter to determine the

vertical component of the drawbar pu1l. This sirnplified the neasurement

of draft J.oads when using an elevated hitch in the fieLd. The

dynamometer was made of a steel ring with four gages located in such a

rray that t!,o were in tension and two were in compression. This design

allowed the placement of the gages in a full Wheatstone bridge for

maximum sensitivity. The transducer designed !o measure the vertical

forces was a reduced section of the drawbar to increase the bending

stress in the member. The gages t,lere mounted symmetrically on either



side of the reduced section and wired as opposite arms of a Wheatstone

bridge. This allowed the tension and bending in the horizontaL

direction to cancel and nade the transducer sensitive to bending in the

vertical direction only. Work was going on attempting !o neasure the

lillage forces on implements mounled on three-point-hitches. These

forces could not be measured with a drawbar dynanometer and this

constraint lead to the development of dynamometers to measure tillage
forces on t h r ee-po i n t -h i tc he s.

2,2 THREE-POI NT_HI TCH TILLÀGE FORCE DYNAI{OMETERS

Some of the first work done on three point hitches was by Rogers and

Johnston (1953). Their work was concerned with the determinaLion of the

forces in the }inkages of the lhree point hitch. The forces measured in

each of the links in the three point hitch r+ere added atgebraically to

determine the drawbar pulL of the implement. The data acquisition

system consisted of single-acting hydraulic cyLinders, Bourdon pressure

gages and a 16-mm movie camera. The hydraulic cylinders were placed

directly in the links of lhe three point hitch and connected to lhe

Bourdon pressure gages. The Bourdon pressure gages r,lere calibrated to

read the force on the ends of the Links ín pounds. The gages riere then

cLustered on a 9a9e board and photographed simuLtaneously rlith a 16-mm

movie camera.

Rogers and Johnston (1953) suggested lhat strain gages could be used

to replace the hydraulic cylinders leading to an increase in accuracy.

This was done by Reece (1961) but he took it further than just using

strain gages on the Iinks themselves.
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Reece (1961) felt that the developnent of mounted implements had

created a demand for a device capabLe of measuremen! of forces acting on

these impLemenLs. He felt that the direct measurement of the forces in

the links themselves was a formidable problem, with three dimensional

vector analysis and sinultaneous recording of at Ieast three forces. He

r{anted a símpler solution tha! r4ould renove lhe need for complex vector

addition but still measure lhe draft force in the direction of travel.

He also did not rlant to have to use a mulli-channel recorder to monitor

the systen. The system he developed was made up of three strain gaged

cantilever pins with baJ.l joints at the inner end of three Links. The

gâges were wired into a Wheatstone bridge so that the Longitudinal

conponent of the draft r+as neasured and the effects of the lateral and

vertical forces díd not unbalance fhe bridge. The data rlere recorded by

a batÈery powered single-channel oscillograph that needed no

amplifica!ion,

The apparatus was calibrated by applying a horizontal load to the

lhree-point-hitch r,rith the tractor brakes on. The toad applied was

measured with a steel proving ring and a clock gauge, The accuracy of

the apparatus was checked by appling neasured loads to the apparatus and

conparing the results. When loads were under 2224 N the maximum error

was reported to be plus or minus seven percent and pius or minus three

percent t+hen over 8896 N. This force dynamometer was Iimited to

measuring the forces on three-point-hitches riith no depth control being

exerc i sed by the tractor.

The work t,lith the lype of dynamometer developed by Reece rlas

continued by Scholtz (1964). Scholtz again worked on the development
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and testing of a three-poínt-hitch force dynamoneter made of three

strain-ga9ed beams. The three beams !rere initiaLly calibrated

individually in the labora!ory. This system was also tested using the

trace tractor method of draft measurement. This was a wideLy used

method for determining the draft of mounted inplements using a second

tractor. The first tractor pulled the second lractor that had a

implement mounted on it. The load was measured with a conven!ional

drawbar dynamometer, In this method the average draft with the

implernent lowered minus that s'ith the irnptement raised was taken to be

the draft of the nounted inplemen!. In order to compare the resulls

obtained by towing with a hydraulic drawbar dynamometer r.rith those fron

lhe three-point Iinkage dynamometer. a smaLl experiment r¡as run.

Twenty-one tests lrere run each with a length of. 45.72 n, Each strip was

first run sith the inplement raised while the drawbar dynamometer

readings l,lere taken. Then the strips were run again lrifh the implement

lowered and readings were taken from bolh drawbar and three-point

linkage dynamoneters. Typical mean draft for the drawbar dynanoneter

was 7299.5 N conpared to 7437,4 N for the lhree-poin! linkaqe

dynamoneter. This difference rras not significant at the 5% level of

signi f icance.

The dynamoneLer developed by SchoLtz did not measure the forces in

the vertical direction. It only rneasured the draft force. The

dynamometer also could not be used with the hydraulic depth control and

he designed â ner{ three-point linkage dynamometer to fulfil lhese

requirements (Scholtz 1966), This dynamorneter measured the forces

acting in the vert.ical longitudinal plane and was abLe to be used with a
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tractor that provided both draft and position control . The dynamometer

Has nade up of an instrumented frame that permitted the aLtachment of

nany impLements t.¡ithout modificalion of the inplement or dynamometer,

The frame contained three transducers to measure the draft and vertical

forces. There were two L-shaped and one U-shaped transducers. The U-

shaped transducer rlas positioned so it woutd only be subject to draf!

forces and the L-shaped transducer t{as subject lo both vertical and

draft forces. The unit was calÍbrated in both the vertical and

longitudinal direction. The vertical. calibration was done by suspending

weights from the balJ. joints on the L-shaped links and noting the meter

deflection. The calibration loading for draft was applied by a

hydrauÌíc cylinder and measured by a mechanical weighing machine. The

strain gage position t{as chosen on the L-shaped transducers so that the

vertical force woul.d not produce a signal in the Wheatstone bridge which

neasured draft and the draft force would not interact t,|ith the bridge

that measured vertical forces. In practice this was not achieved and

mutual interference !¡as checked during calibration, It rlas found that

the application of vertical forces caused negligible errors in draft

measurement. The errors due to the appJ.ication of a draft force did

cause up lo a 22 N force downward on the right hand L-shaped transducer

while a similar draft force caused a 22 N upward force on the left L-

shaped transducer. The draft force lhat caused these errors t{as one of

4448 N and the error of 22 N l{as not considered excessive.

There are sorne Iimitations on this dynamometer such as not being able

lo r,rork with any mounled implernent without modification. Àlso lhe

dynanometer was bulky and the implement would be mounted further to the
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rear of the tractor. When neasuring transient phenomena the extra

resilience added to the hitch assembly by the dynamometer made it tess

suitable than other designs. Àlso lhe draft had to be determined by

adding the oulputs of !he strain-9age circuitry from the different

!ransducers and the torque in the vertical LongitudinaL plane had to be

found by calculation.

Àn alternative technique to the nulti-dynamoneLer system l{as

developed by Godwin (1975). He used an extended octagonal ring

transducer to simultaneously measure the tuo force components and lhe

monent in the vertical longitudinaJ. plane. The extended ring transducer

had the advantage over previous dynanoneters in that it alleviated the

friction problems arising from dynamometer suspension bushings. The

exlended ring transducer also had single component construction allowing

for compactness and simple mounting, which reduced the difficulties r¡ith

precision alignment necessary for accurate multi-dynarnometer use. The

transducer consisted of a machined block of steel !rith strain gages

mounted at strain nodes. A strain node is a position where there is a

contribution to the strain from only one force component. These

positions were determined using photoelast.ic nethods. The strain gages

¡vere wired into tr{o force bridges and one rnornen! bridge. The two force

bridges, Fx and Fz, were wired so that they were independent of the

position of the load. The moment bridge My was wired so lhat it would

be proporlional !o the applied moment.

The transducer tlas calibrated in the horizontal direction, Fx, from 0

lo 2445 N and in the vertical direction, Fz, from 0 to 668 N. The

calibration range for the noment about the y-axis was from 0 t,o 978 Nm
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for an eccentric X direclion force, and -103 to +103 Nm for an eccentric

Z direction force. The coefficient of delermination was equal to or

greater than 0.9998 for all transducer outputs. The magnitude of the

output from the Fz bridge was independent of the direction of loading

with a reversal in potari!y for a directionaL change, The output nomenl

bridge was independent of lhe origin of the eccentric force, The

hysteresis effect rlas also found to be smalL rlith the largest deviation

from the nean of 1.4% occuring in the moment bridge. The cross

sensitivity errors nere also small when compared to the sensitivity of

the bridges lo their principal directions. Therefore the extended

octagonal ring transducer met the requirements of most tillage studies

with two dimensional force systens.

lrork by Johnson and Voorhees (1979) resulled in the construction of a

three-point-hitch accessory designed to neasure draft,vertical forces,

and torque simul.taneously and independently in !he vertical longitudinal

plane of the tiJ.Lage impJ.ement. This dynamomeler had lhe special

features of a dual-Loading range, fast-hitching capability and was made

up of three subassemblies. The tractor subassenbly, was attached to the

tractor, the second subassembly was the instrumented nember and the

third was a fast-hitch mechanism which attached to the implernent. The

transducer subassembly was made of aluninum alloy to increase its Ioad

sensitivity as compared to steel. Strain gages were atlached to the

transducer subassenbly so that vertical and horizontal forces and torque

in the longitudinal vertical plane could be determined separately. For

calibration lhe force dynamomeler !¡as attached to a tractor that t{as

anchored to the ground and loads were applied !o the dynamomeler through
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a hydraulic cyl.inder and a Morehouse proving ring. The three strain

bridges were then monitored r+ith a digital voltmeter to allow the

determination of sensi!ivity to not onty the principaJ. forces for the

particuJ.ar bridge, but also cross sensitivity of the three bridges to

other loads. Their dynamometer allowed the measurement of two

dimensional forces and lhe moment in the vertical longitudinal pJ.ane.

This allor¡ed it to be used in tillage loot studies nainly concerned with

symmetricaJ. soil failure. If non-symmetrícaI soit faiLure in tillage
tool studies is to be invesligated a more conplete picture of the forces

involved is necessary.

2,3 THREE DIMENSIONAL TILLÀGE FORCE ÀND MOMENT MEÀSUREMENT

2.3.1 Matrix Method for Force and Moment Ànalvsis

In order to measure three-dimensíonal forces and moments the general

nethod has been to use a six transducer dynamoneter, The dynamometer

system used by Perumpal. et al. (1980) was made up of an outer passíve

frame, an inner active frame, and six force transducers. It was noticed

in preliminary tests t,tith the dynamometer system that a force applied in

one of lhe three principal directions, and monents applied about one of

lhe principal axes could cause linear outputs fron aIl six transducers.

This observation lead to the developnent of a transfer function. This

transfer function was developed by studing the response of the

dynanometer system for known inputs and relating the inputs to the

outputs. À general relationship between inputs and outputs for the

dynanometer system used can be shown as follolls:
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(Fx , Fy , Fz ,l'tx , My , Mz )= f (01 ,e2 ,e3 ,e4 ,e5 ,e6 ) .......... t1l

}rhere

Fx,Fy, and Fz = lhe forces in the longÌtudinal,lateral
and vertical directions respectivly.

Mx,My, and l'{z = the monents about the principal axes (x,y,z)
rlith respect to the origin of the coordinate
system.

e1,e2,,.e5 = the outputs fron transducer ì through 5.

The transfer function can be represented in matrix form by equations [2J
and [3] :

K',l2 K13 K14 K15 K15
K22 K23 R24 R25 K26
K32 K33 K34 K35 K36
K42 K43 K44 K45 K46
K52 K53 K54 K55 K56
K62 K63 K64 K55 K56

(n)

In the work by Perumpal et al. (1980) the [X] matrix was deveJ.oped

and referred to as lhe coefficient matrix. The units of the elements of

the natrix are not uniform across the maLrix since different rows rel.ate

to forces and others to moments. The units of the first three rows are

in N/transducer ouLput unit. The units of lhe last lhree ro!¡s are in

Nm/transducer output unit. If the coefficient naLrix [K] is known and

the outputs of the six transducers are known then lhe lhree dimensional

forces and nonents can be determined. This system was developed by

first determining the inverse coefficient maLrix. À coordinate sysLem

was established that was convenient for force and rnonent application.

Then a force of desired magnitude was applied in the X direction and the

oulput of the six lransducers was recorded. This was repeated for lhe

g1

e2
e3
e4
g5
06

¡* I [*tt
FY I I Y,ztrzl lr:l
¡¡x I = I x¿l
uv I I xsl

"'l I xet



the Y

in t

for a

lLows

I *'
lxz
I r:
I r<¿

I xs

ln,

and Z

he X,

unit f

1' K12'
1', K22'
1', K32'
1' R42'
1 ' K52'
1 ' K62,
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direclions and the average transducer outputs per

Y, and Z direction were obtained. The loading

orce in the X direction can be expressed in natrix

O2=K21' or K21 ' =ê2/un i t

e3=K31 ' or X31 '=03/unit

O4=X41 ' or K41'=04/unit

05=k 51 ' or K5 1 ' =05/un i t

06=K61 ' or lt61'=05/unit

Ioad in x direction

load in x direction

load in x di rect ion

load in x direction

load in x direction

1

0

0
0

0
0

. ......... t4l

K13' K14,
K23', K24'
K33' K34'
K43' K44 '
K53' K54'
K53' K64'

K15'K16'
K25'K26'
K35'K36'
K45' K46'
K55'K56'
K55'K66'

When the matrix is multiplied out it becomes nore clear hotr' to

determine the K11' , K21 ' ,..K61' coefficients. Mulliplication and

solving for the K1 1' value gives:

01 = K11' Fx + Kl2'Fy + K13' Fz + K14r trx + K15,My + 115'Mz .[5]

since Fx=1 and Fy=Fz=Mx =My=y2 =¡ equation [51 simplifies tol

01 = K11' or K11'=el/unit load in x direcrion .,....t61
Similarly K2 1' lo K51' can be deternined from the matrix by the same

simplifying statement, Fx=1 and Fy=Fz=Mx =My=Mz =O . The results of the

multiplication of the matrix and the simplifying statenent are!

t7l
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SinilarJ.y the coefficients for the other columns can be defined as the

the average transducer output per unit load or moment for the

corresponding transducers, forces and moments. If we look at the matrix

represented in equation [4] the units of the inverse coefficient matrix

are not uniform across the matrix. The units of the first three columns

are transducer oulput per uni! force and transducer output per unit

noment. Àfter Perumpal et al. (1980) deveLoped the inverse coefficient

natrix for their dynamometer and coordinate system they performed 33

verification tests.

When standard vector analysis was used to predict the forces and

noments applied to the frame during the verification tests considerabLe

discrepancy between the knot,tn applied load and the predicted was found.

They felt this could be due to the load celLs not being parallel to the

principal axes of the coordinate system. This interaction due to the

misalignment was accounted for by the matrix method since the

coefficient matrix t.tas developed by observing the response of the systern

to actual applied loads or moments, The results of the verification

tests showed excellent agreement among the applied tests when the forces

and moments }¡ere computed using the matrix rnethod. To determine whether

or not the differences from the applied load were significant lhree

statisticaL tests were conducted. These incLuded the t-test, Sign Test,

and Wilcoxen Signed rank test. The results of these tests at the 5

percent significance IeveL indicated that there was no significant

difference between applied and conputed J.oads when using the matrix

nethod !o compute the loads. The largest error in force and monent

prediction represented in the work by PerumpaÌ et al. (1980) was 13.8 N
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when the load was actuaJ.ly zero. There is no value given for average

error over the tests or the maximum error recorded during testing. It
was concl-uded from this work that lhe coefficien! natrix procedure can

be effectively used to determine the three-dinensional force and moment

components on a tillage tool during soil tillage tool. interaction

sludies,

2,3.2 The Wrench Theory

The outputs of a three-dimensional force and moment dynamometer are the

forces and noments in the X, Y, and Z directions. This is independent

of the nanner the forces and moments are determined, matrix method or

force vec!or analysis. If the three-dimensional moments and forces are

knonn then according to Beer and Johnson (1977) the ',Wrench" for a

system of forces can be det.ermined. A wrench can be defined as a force

and monent systen with the force vector being normal to lhe plane thät

contains the coupLe that produces the monent, or the noment and the

force are considered to be parallel vectors. This force, moment syslem

resenbles the force moment combination developed when tighting a bolti
lhe moment applied to the bolt is paral).el to the force due to the

turning threads pulJ.ing on !he boI!.

The wrench for a system of forces represents what is known as the

Central Àxis of the wrench which is along the line of action of the

resultant force. This cen!ral axis of the wrench uniquely positions the

line of action of lhe resultant force in space. Therefore, to determine

the magnitude, direction and position in space of the resultant force

for a six transducer tillage force noment dynamometer rle may delermine

the wrench for the dynamoneter force moment system.
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If the analysis of the tillage forces and moments l¡as done in two

dinensions rather than three dimensions the determination of the

position of the resulLant force would be quile simple. The position of

the resultant force in two dimensions is at lhe point where the torque

wouLd be equaL to zero. When working in three dimensions He are not

finding positions o1. zero torque, r{e are finding position of minimum

torgue for a system of forces. The wreneh represents this position of

minimum torque for a three-dimensional system of forces and moments.

2,3,3 DeterninaLion of the Wrench for ã SvsteÍì of Forces ân.l MônÞniq

The Wrench Theory described by Beer and Johnston is quite o1d but is
generally only used in tex! books or for theoretical mechanics. In the

general case a system of forces in space can be represented by a

resultant force vector R and a couple vector Mo which are not paralLeL,

and neither of which is zero as shown in Fig. 2,1. The couple veclor

ean be replaced by tt{o olher couples by resolving lhe vector Mo into

conponent vectors Mr parallel to lhe force vector R, and l,lz

perpendicular !o force vector R as shown in Fig. 2.2. The couple vector

M2 may then be replaced by a single acting force, vector R, acting along

a new l-ine of action, much like in two dimensional analysis. The

original system now is reduced to a force vector R and a moment vector

Ml acting parallel to the line of action of the force vector as shown in

Fi9. 2.3.

Following these steps would allow the deLernination of the wrench for

the system of forces and monents, and the line of action of the

resultant force. this rnethod has been used by Orlandea, Chen and BereyL



Figure 2.1: General Force Momen! System

Figure 2.2r Component Ì'loment System
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Figure 2.31 Reduclion of Perpendicular Component Moment

(1982) in their paper on Soil-Tool Interactions, Determinations and

Interpretations. In their work they used a six transducer dynanometer

to measure the three dinensional forces and noment.s on different tillage
equipment. They then used the Wrench method to deternine the unique

line of action of the resultant tillage too] force.

A more complete analysis of the applicat.ion of the Wrench method as

used in this thesis will be presented in later chapters.



Chapter I I I

DESIGN AND CALIBRÀTION PROCEDURE

3.1 I NTRODUCTI ON

The three-dimensional force and monent tillage tool dynamometer used in

this thesis was based on the design used by the Àgricultural Engineering

Department at the University of Saskatchewan. This design has been

comrnonLy used for the neasurernent of three-dimensional forces and

moments on tillage equipnent. Simil.ar designs have been used by

PerumpaL et al. (1980) and Orlandea, Chen and Breylenyl (1982) to

measure three dimensional forces and moments on tillage looL systems.

The three-dimensional tillage tool dynamometer used in this lhesis was

nade up of three subassemblies. These subassemblies were comprised of

the active frame, passive frane, and the six transducer subassernbly.

The basis of lhe desígn rras that the active frane was attached to a

lillage implement and held solidly in place by six force lransducers.

The force transducer subassembly was held secure by the passive frame

which was mounted to the tool carriage on the University of Manitoba

TiLlage Tool SoiL Bin. The lilLage tool soil forces and moments were

neasured âs they acted upon the six force transducers. Fig. 3.1

represents a conceptual drawing of the active transducer frame wilh the

tillage impJ.ement and transducer locations shown.

18
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3,2 THREE DIMENSIONÀL FORCE AND MOMENT DYNÀMOMETER ÀSSEMBLY

3,2,1 Passive Frame Suba s sembl y

The passive frame subassembly shown in Fi9. 3.2 through Fig. 3.3 was

made of 50.8 nm by 50.8 mm by 5.0 mm thick steel tubing eith a 355.6 mm

by 101.6 mm by 9.0 mm thick plate attached to it. The plate vlas used to

altach the passive frame !o the soil bin carriage tool bar. The

carriage had a similar plate mounted on it to altow fast attachment of

the force and moment dynanoneter.

The transducers were mounted !o the passive frame at six mounting

positions. At these positions there were mounting brackets that allot{ed

the insertion of a 12.1 mm bolt and bushings to hold the transducer in

place.
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O -- transducer Connectlon
Lrcat¡on

TR # -- Transducer Number

152.4 mm

152.4 mm

50.8 mm

0,I 52.4,0)

Figure 3.4: passive Transducer Frame yz plane

3.2.2 Àctive Frame Subassenbly

The active transducer frame was directLy attached to the tiJ.lage

implement of interest shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fi9. 4.4. The active frame

was made of 50.8 mm by 50.8 mm by 6.0 nm thick steel tubing. The active

frame also had a nountÍng praÈe to allow the attachment of the tool bar

that the tillage implernent rias attached to a! angles of 00, 300, 600,

and 900 to the direction of travel of the soit bin carriage. The tool

bar ilself was made of 50.8 mm by 50.8 mm by 6 mm thick steeJ. tubing.

The origin for lhe coordinate systen used in t,his thesis was located at

TR#2,5

50.8 mm
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the center of the active frame as shown in Fig. 3.5 through Fi9. 3,'l .

The t,ransducers' positions were given with reference to this location,

The lransducer connection positions on the active frane with respect

to lhe origin of lhe coordinate system for tränsducers 1 through 6 were;

transducer 1 (330.2,0,0) mm, transducet 2 (279.4,0,01 nÍt, transducer 3

(-279.4,0,0) fiîì, transducer 4 (-f77.8,0,304.8) fif,r transducer 5

TR 'S4

504.8

50.8 mm

O -- trans¿urer Connèct¡on
Location

TH # -- Transducer Number

555.6 mm

Figure 3.5: Active Transducer Frame xz plane

#6 - l??.Smrü

2?9.4 mm

(279.4,0,-50.8) mm, !ransducer 6 (-279.4,0,-50.8) rnrn.



Ç -- Transducer Esnnection
Locat¡on

TR # -- Transrlucer Number

#l

t{

555.6 mm
555.6 mm

Figure 3.6: Àclive Transducer Frame Xy plane

2?9.4 mm

I ?7.8 mni



TH #4

,/-^
ìl-l-J

TB#
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-- ïransducer Connection
Iocation

-- Transducer Number

504.S 550.2 mm

50.8 mm

TF #5,6
?6.2 mm

50.8 mm

Figure 3.7: Àctive Transducer Frame yZ plane

3.2.3 Transducer Subassembly

The transducer subassembJ.y consisted of six cross type transducers as

shown in fig. 3.8. These transducers rlere devel.oped by Belhge (1983) to

replace C-shaped transducers when it rlas necessary to measure both

conpression and tension. À C-shaped transducer cannot be used for

tension and compression since it becones unstable in conpression.

The six cross type transducers were not all of the same capacity

since different transducers wouLd be subjected to different maxirnum
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loads. The transducer measuring the draft load (force in the X

direction) would be subjected to lhe largest force due to tillage tool

soil forces. This transducer a! lhe position labeled #1 in nig. 3.2

through Fi9.3.7 was designed with a maximum load of 10000 N r+ith

expected loads ín the 5000 N range, Kiss and ¡ellows (1981) measured

loads in the field amounting to 8000 N but this is not expected in the

soiL bin. The lransducers at positions numbered 2 through 6 have a

i:;ì::::ì:::':l:i: ..:.. .,,.1 :.

, ;.'t --: -- -

æl*, . '

Figure 3.8: cross-Type Tensional and Compressional Transducer

maximum capacity of 4000 N Ì¡ith expected loads in the 1200 N range.
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3.2.4 Force and Moment Analysis of the Dvnamometer Àssemblv

The forces and moments apptied on the tillage dynamometer can be

determined by analysis of the force and moment equations for the

dynamometer, The distances from Fig. 3.2 through Fig. 3,7 are

represented by the letters a, b, c, and d.

a = 279,4 nn
b = 50.8 nm
c = 304.8 mm

d = 177.8 mm

Using these distances and the coordinate system specified in Fig. 3,2

through Fig. 3,7 the force and monent equations for the three principal

di rect ions are:

Fx = fr (draft force) ...t121
Fy = f¡ + fs + fe (lateral force) . ......... t13l
Fz = f¿ + f¡ (vertical force). ... t14l

I'lx = -f¿ * c + fs * b + f6 * b ......[15]
MY = -fz * a + f3 * a ...,,...t161
l4z = -fa * d + fs * a - f6 * a ,......t1?]

The forces measured in transducers #1 through #6 are represented by fr
!o f o.

This neLhod was Method f1 used !o determine the three dimensional

forces and moments at the origin of the coordinaLe system for the force

and moment dynamoneter. Any one lransducer wíIJ. respond to only one

force direction but may respond to an applied moment in ânother

direction. The lransducer response to applied moments does not change

the force measured in only one transducer but in a system of

transducers. This allows the moment lo be measured as a couple and the

change in one transducer will be corrected by the other transducers in

the system.
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3.2.5 Data Àcquisition Svstem

The data acquisition unit used in this lhesis rlas a Taurus-One data

acquisition unit }tith a Corona microcomputer. This system allot,led

excellent speed, maximum scanning rate of 1000 channels per second, and

net al.l requirements to nonitor the six transducers used in the testing

of the dynamometer.

The six cross-type transducers were designed to operate as a fulL

Wheatstone bridge. To aIIor+ this the Taurus-One data acquisition systen

strain boards had to be modified from quarter bridges to full Wheatstone

bridges. this modification amounted to the removal of the the resistors

making up three of the arms of the bridge and reconnecting.

The voltage across the wheatslone bridge was supplied by a Taurus-One

D.C. voltage supply. This board supplied 10 volls across each of the

six bridges. The Taurus daLa acquisition system measures the change in

voltage across lhe bridges for i10 volts and represent.s this change in

terms of Taurus numbers. These Taurus numbers range from -2465 to +245s

and can be used rlith gains of 1, 10, 100, and 1000. For this thesis a

gain of 1000 was used for both calibration tests and acLuat Èillage

trial.s in the soil bin.

3.3 CÀLIBRATION OF IND]VIDUÀL TRANSDUCERS

The six cross-type force transducers were calibrated in both tension

and compression. This enabted the deveì.opnent of equations to predic!

the forces applied along the major axis of the transducers as weII as

determine their linearÍty and stability in compression and tension. The

calibration tests rlere done using the Taurus-One data acquisition uni!
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r+ith the readings being recorded by a Corona portable micro-computer.

The data were then transferred to the University of Manitoba mainframe

computer and staListical !ests and regressions were done !o deÈermine

lhe equaLions for each transducer.

The tensionaL load for each transducer was appì.ied by hanging known

Ioads on each transducer as shown in Fig. 3.9. The compressional load

was applied by using a horizontaL fulcrum as shown in Fig. 3.10. The

readings t.,ere Èaken at a constant load increnent of. 19'l ,2 N for tension

and 588.6 N for compression. The larger increnents rlere used in

compression because of the multiplication effect of the fuLcrum and the

availability of only the 197.2 N calibration weights. Computer program

SINGLCAT described in the Testing procedure and Computer programs

section of this thesis was used !o record the transducer readings. Àt

each load incrernent ten readings were taken to give a better idea of the

average value and to check the stabÍlity of the data acquisition system.

The transducers lrere calibrated over the ranges lhat should cover alI
of the expected loads when in actual operation in the three dimensional

force and moment dynamoneter frame. Transducers #'1 through #4 lrere

calibrated up !o a maximurn of t2746.8 N. Transducer #1 could be

expected to measure draft forces up to this load, whereas transducers #2

and #3 were loaded !o lhis level to assure that they couLd remain linear

under the large ì.oad induced by the nonen! crealed by the draft force

and moment arm of a tillage irnplement. Transducer #4 rras taken up to

this level for only one calibration lrial and then was calibrated over a

smaller range of 11952 N. Transducers #5 and #6 were also calibrated

using the range of 11962 N since it r,ras not expected that they would

experience loads higher that !his range during nornal operation.
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For each increment there were ten readings taken for each lrial done

on each transdueer. Each trial was loaded by the specified incremenls

up to the maxinum and then back down by the sane increments to ô zero

load. For each transducer lhere were a total of four trials, tr¡o in

tension and ttlo in compression. The average t+as then calculated for

each increment and then transferred to the University of Manitoba

mainframe computer so that the equations for each transducer could be

found using SÀS (statistical Analysis System) procedure GLM (General

Linear Model). These equations were then used with the force moment and

analysis equations for the three dimensional force and momen!

dynamoneter as one method of determining lhe three dinensional forces

and moments applied to tillage implenents.

Figure 3.9: Calibration of Individual Transducer in Tension
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Figure 3.101 car.ibration of Individuar Transducer in compressíon

3.4 CÀLIBRATION OF DYNAMOMETER FRAME

The three dimensional force and noment dynamometer frame was ar.so

calibrâted using the Matrix Method. À known force or noment t,as applied

in one of the three principaJ. directions, X, y, and Z. and the response

of the system nas then recorded and used to crevelop the coefficient
matrix for the three dimensional force and monent transducer. These

resulls were also used !o check the accuracy of the force and moment

eguations ItZ] ¡¡rounn [17] tnat used lhe individual calibrations of

each transducer to deterrnine lhe forces and moments in three dimensions.

Three methods were used to deverop the force and moment equations used

in lhis thesis. The force and moment equations in l,telhod f1 sere

constructed using the individual calibration results of the force
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transducers and the vector analysis equations of the dynamometer frame.

The force and moment equations in Methods #2 and #3 were both deveìoped

using the Matrix Method for force and Moment Àna1ysis. Method #2 used

the regression coefficients from the sLopes of the regression curves

that !¡ere not forced through zero. Method #3 used the regression

coefficients fron the slopes of the regression curves that were forced

through zero. To calibrate the dynanorneter frame as a single unit the

coefficient matrix K from equation [2] was found. The K natrix can be

found by first deternining the inverse matrix experimentally and taking

ít's inverse. The inverse coefficient matrix I,|as found for this

dynamoneter systen for the coordinate system shown in Fig. 3.2 through

Fig. 3.7.

The first step in developing the coefficient matrix for the

dynamometer system Ìras to record the system's response to knoHn forces

and noments. The forces and moments in the three principai. directions

for lhe coordinate system used were applied using pullies, steel cable,

and 50.8 mm by 50.8 mm by 6.0 mm thick steel tubing. The cable was

attached !o the dynamometer frame with 12.7 nn eye boLts that were

attached in line $'ith the forces applied to the frame so that there

would be no moment arm. When a monent tras applied ttlo eyebolts were

used with a 500 mm moment arm to apply a pure couple. ExarìpLes of the

applicaLion of forces in lhe negaLive Iateral direction and the positive

vertical direction are shown Ín Fig. 3.11 and 3.12 respectivly. The

application of a posilive nonent about the x-axis is shown in Fig. 3.13.

The force in the positive z-direction was applied with a 500 mm

eccentriciÈy in the positive y-direction thus applying a positive moment
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in the x-direction. The force was removed by lhe apptication of a

negative force in the z-direction applied at the origin of the

coordinate system leaving a noment in the positive x-direction onIy.

Before calibration could lake place initial testing was done. This

testing was done to assure correct operation of the dynamometer system

and to remove any gross interaction due to poor alignment of the force

transducers. Mínor adjustments were made and the dynamometer system rlas

ready for calibration.

The calibration forces were applied in '1 96.2 N increments h,ith ten

readings being recorded for all six lransducers in the dynamometer at

alI increments. The calibration forces were incremenLed up to a maximum

value and then decremenLed to zero. The maximum load for the draft
(longitudinal caLibration force) was 2008 N. This range was used since

forces in the draft directíon t{ere not expected to exceed lhis Level

when tests are run in the soil bin, Tr+o trials were done over the

naximum range in the X direction. The maximum load for the calibration

force applied in the vertical, z-direction, and the lateral, y-

direction, Ì{as 11027 N. Thís maximum value was used since the Ioads in

the vertical and lateral directions trere not expected to exceed this
value. The forces in lhe vertical and lateral directions were applied

in both the posiLive and negative directions because both could occur

when using different types of tiJ.Iage inplemen!s. Therefore four trials
were done in each of these directions, two positÍve and tr¡o negative.

Moments about the X, Yr and Z axis of lhe coordinate system were also

applied lo the dynamometer system, The moments were applied in 98.i Nm
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increments for all directions. The moments Ì¡ere created by the

application of a force wilh an eccentricity of 500 mm and a second force

applied of egual magnitude but opposite direction at lhe origin of the

coordinate system. The maximun moment appLied in all three directions

r+as i514 Nm. There was no application of a moment in lhe negative y-

direction since a noment in this direction could not be expected to

occur given the dynamometers coordinate system. Moments were applied in

both the negative and the positive directions for the X and Z directions

since differen! tillage implements could cause moments in both

directions. The moments, like the force calibration loads, were loaded

to their maximun and then decremented back to zero. For the moments in

lhe X and Z directions four trials were done, tt+o positive and two

negative, and only two trials l{'ere conducted for moments in the positive

Y di rection.

For each incremental. load of each calibration trial ten readings were

recorded of all six transducers. These responses of the transducers to

an application of a force or moment t{ere then used to develop lhe

inverse coefficient natrix. The data was stored on microcomputer disk

and then !ransfered to the University of Manitoba nainfrane conputer

system. The average (transducer output)/N ând the average (transducer

output)/Nm were found for aLl six transducèrs for a . three forces and

monents using SÀS (Statistical Analysis System) and procedure cLM

(General tinear Model). The coefficients were then placed in position

in lhe inverse coefficient matrix and the inverse natrix was found,

This inverse represents the coefficient matrix for the dynanometer

system and coordinate axis as Located in Fig. 3.2 through Fi9, 3.7.
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From the coefficient matrix it is noH possible lo compute the three

dimensional forces and moments that a tiJ.lage implenent places on the

dynanometer system. This method as well as the vector analysis

equations [12J to [17] were used to calculate lhe three dimensional

forces and momenls. These methods were also compared by determining

their predícled forces and rnoments lo known forces and moments that rlere

Figure 3.11: Calibra!ion Force

app). i ed .

in lhe Negative Y Direction
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Figure 3.12r Calibration Force in the Positive Z Direction

Figure 3.13: CalibraÈion Momen! in lhe Positive X Direction
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3.5 ÀPPLICÀTION OF THE WRENCH THEORY

The wrench for the three-dimensional forces and moments was determined

in this thesis to aLlow the positioning of the resultant tillage force

in space. The steps used to determine the wrench and its position in

space for the three-dimensional forces and moments measured riill be

expla i ned in this section.

Knowing the three forces Fx, Fy, and Fz and the three moments Mx, My,

and Mz as measured by the three dimensional force and moment dynamometer

aLlows us to caLculate the resuLtant force vector Fr and lhe resultant

moment vector Mr.

Fr = Fx + Fy + Fz .....,... t18l

Mr =Mx+My+Mz ......... t19l

The nagnitude of the lllo vectors can be given as

tu = ñ-; Fir-f,F
and

nr = MlEz-iv .....1211

The projection of the resullant noment vector parallel to the direction

of the force vector and perpendicular to the direction of the force

vector t.tas nor{ found. The magnitude of the projection of the moment

vector Mr parallel lo Fr is known to be equal !o:

rno = mr * cos(ø) ....1221
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where cos(Ø) is equal to the dot product of the resultant moment and

force vectors Mr and Fr divided by the magnitude of both vectors, mr and

fr as shown in equation [23] .

cos(Ø) = ï_:_ï___ ......... t23l

mr * fr

The moment vector aLong the direc!ion of the resultant force was then

expressed in component form as shown in equation [24] ,

Mo = (mo*cos 7x)i + (mo*cos 7y)j + (mo*cos i¡.lk ..L2Al

Were the cosines of the angles 7 x, .t !, and 1 z are the direction

cosines for lhe resultant force vector Fr.

7 ' = 11 ........ t2sl

fr

t y = lI ........ t26l

fr

7 z = Fz ,,,,,,,, l27l

;;

The moment that is not along the direction of the force but is
perpendicular can be found using equation [28].

I'lr = Mo + Mp ........ t28l

Where Mp is the moment perpendicular to the force vector.

Using this eguation the cor¡ponents of Mp becone equal !o.

I\{px = Mrx - Mox .,.1291

ìtpy = Mry - Moy .... t30l

llpz=Virz-lúoz ....t311
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The moment vector Mo represents the minimum noment for lhe three

dinensional force and moment system measured and Fr represenLs the

resultant force vector. The moment vector Mp represents the moment that

is created by the application of the resultant force Fr !rith some

eccentricity, represented by distance vector R, from the origin of the

coordinate system. If we can determine a Location where the position

from ihe origin of the force vector Fr balances the moment veclor Mp t.Je

will have determined the central axis of the wrench, made up of force

vector Fr and moment vector Mo, and uniquely located the line of action

of the resultant force in space.

The determination of the line of action of the resultant force in two

dinensions is a very easy task. But the same job in three dimensions

involves the intersection of several planes in space. If rre set the

cross product of position vector R and force vector Fr equal to the

perpendicular monent Mp we would be able to solve for the distance

vector R. But in lhree dinensions lhere is an infinite number of

solutions to the posilion of the force vector and a more conplex method

rnust be used to delermine lhe position in space of the resultant force

Fr.

t'ortunately the force vector Fr and lhe moment and posi!ion vector Ètp

and R have sorne very convenient properties. By definition the force and

moment vectors Fr and litp are perpendicular to each other. The position

vector R is also perpendicular to both vectors Fr and Mp. This also

alLows us to define a plane containing both vectors R and Fr using lhe

monent vector Mp and one point on the plane (0,0,0), the origin of the

coordinate axes. A plane tha! contains both the posilion vector R and
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force vector Fr is defined by the moÍìent vector Mp. Since the vector Mp

is perpendicular to both R and Fr it is normal to the plane conlaining

both vectors. The monent vector direction numbers can be written as

(Mx,My,Mz) and used to define the equation of the plane that contains

both the force and position vectors. The equation of the plane becomes

equal to:

Mx*X + My*y + tiz*Z +D= 0 ... l32l

Now using a point on the plane (0,0,0) we can determine coefficient D:

and equation [32] becomes equal to:

Mx*X + My*Y + l4z*Z = 0 .... ....t331

SimiJ.arly the plane containing the position vector R and the mornent

vector Mp can be deternined using the force vector Fr. The force vector

Fr is also perpendicular to both monent and position vectors and is

therefore normaL to the plane tha! contains both of them. Therefore the

equation of the plane that contains both the position and the noment

vectors can be represented using the direclion numbers for the resultant

force Fr, (nx,Fy,nz), and a point on the plane (0,0,0) lhe origin of the

coordi nate sy st em.

Fx*X + Fy*Y + Fz*Z = 0 .... .... t34l

Now if these two planes were Íntersected Èhey would intersect along the

line representing the position vector R. Knorring that R is

perpendícular to Mp ând Fr alLows us to define the f o).J.owíng dot

products.

Mp.R= 0 = Mx*Rx + My*Ry + Vlz Rz ...[35]
Fr . R = 0 = Fx*Rx + Fy*Ry + Fz*Rz ,...t361
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Now using the fact that R is perpendicular to Fr and that the cross

product of R and Fr is equal to Mp He can write equation [37J.

lnl = l¡rpl ......t3?l
le' I

Equa!ions [38] to [¿0] detine the magnitude of the vectors R, Ètp, and Fr.

I.ìe now have three equations, [35] to [37], with nine variables. Six of

the nine variables are known and it is now possible to determine the

renaining three. The unknown variables are Rx, Ry, and Rz which

represent a position vector that locates the force vector Fr a! a

position of mínimum torque, Therefore the point in space (Rx,Ry,Rz) and

the force veclor Fr represent the line in space that coincides wilh lhe

central. axis of the wrench for the system of forces and moments.

The position vector variables wiII from now on be referred to as X,

Y, and Z. If r+e now use equation [36] and solve for the X variab]e il
becomes;

I ry(v) + nz(z)l
X = -l------- I ---^.^ r¡r1" I Fx I """ 

.'..' t!¡rr

and solving equation l35l for y wilt give us equation [42] .

l¡.rx(x) + uz(z)l
Y = -l-------------l ......t421

lMvl
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Substitute eguation [¿Z] into equation [41] for the y value gives equation [43] ,

It'tx(x) + ¡,tz(z) |

nx(x) = ny l-------------l - rzlzl-l Mv 
I

Next separating variables X and Z

lrx - ux ryl lry uz - rzlxl -----l =l----- lz
I ¡ry I lMy I

and solving equation [44] for x r,lilL

lry ¡lz - r'z It_____tIIlMv I

X = ------------ Z

lrx - ux ryl ".'"t4sl
t-----lI ¡,lv 

I

Setting equation [451 egual to

r. = al 7 .. . .... .. . t46l

where

I r'y lrz - nzlt_____tttlMy Itl
^1 = ------------ l^11

. . ! . . . . L: / J

lnx - ux rylt_____ttlI Mvi
and subsLiLuting equation [¿l] into equation [42] we may ilevelop equation [48J.

Y = -Mx lu zl - uz z ...,. t48l

My

Solving [48 ] for z

...... t44l

yield equation Ia5] .
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l-uxa1 - r¡z I

v = l----- --l z

I ¡ry uvl

and simpLifyi¡ ta9J

Y = A2 z ...... .... t50l

will give equation [51] .

¡2 = l-ux A1 - Mzl
l------ --l IÊr1
I I ¡¡"t't'LJrJ
| ¡,ly My I

Now substituting equation [38] into equation [37] and solving for Z

wilI give equation [52J .

z, = lMpl - xz _ y2 .....t521

lr' I

SubstÍtuLing ¡= lt'.rpl/lnr I and substiruring for y,equarion IS0] ,

and X,equation [46] , equation [52] now becornes:

22 = K - la1 zl2 - lA2 zl2 ...... t53l

solving for Z in equation [53] wilt give equation [54].

The procedure that l,las followed in this thesis to determine the line

of action to the resultant force Fr tiass

The resullant force Fr was found using equation [18].

The resultant moment Mr was found using equation [19] .

The resultant moment t.¡as broken up into its components along and

perpendicular to !he resultant force using equaLions [24] and

128) .

t.

2.
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4, The values for the variables A1 and Â2 were found using equations

[47] and Is1j .

5. The value for z lras found using equation [54]

6, The value of X and Y were determined using equations [46] and

t48l .



Chapter Iv

TiLLÀGE TOOL TESTING PROCEDURE ÀNÐ COMPUTER PROGRAMS

4.1 T]LLAGE IMPLEMENT TESTING PROCEDURE

4.1 ,1 Preparation of SoiL Bin

The nain advantage of using a soiL

ability to control soil properties.

thesis were more for demonstration

the soil was prepared so that the

The preparation sleps taken in this

bin to test tillage implements is the

Àlthough the triaLs done in this

purposes than acLuaI tillage research

soil variation could be minimized.

thesi s were :

t. The soiL was first conditioned with a rotary tiller to allow

uniform initial compaction throughout the entire soil bin (Fig.

4.1). The rotary tiller was operated to a depth of 150 mm with a

rotational speed of 300 r/min at the slowêst forward speed that

the University of Manitoba Soil Bin Carriage !ri1] operaLe a!,

namely, 1.0 km/h.

The soi] was then cornpacled using a 300 mm diameter smooth roller

as shorln in Fig. 4.2, The roLler was passed over lhe soil a

total of tlJenty tines to achieve consistenl compaction throughout

the soil bin. Àfter completion of soiL condi!ioning the cone

index of the first 150 nm was taken and found to be in the 3.0

kg/cnz to 6.0 kg/cm2 range.

-45



The soil was conditioned prior to

tests nere done using Elm Creek sandy

every tillage test.

loam soil.

47

À11 t i 11a9e

Figure 4.'1 I Rotary Tiller Conditioning of Soil
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Figure 4.2: Soil Packing Roller on First Trip

4,1,2 Cullivalor Shovel and 30 Deqree Disk BLade Trials

The soil was prepared as described in the previous section and it was

hoped that there would be room for five tillage trials after each soit

conditioning. There were five disk blade trials run as welL as six

cuLtivator shovel trials. There r+as an extra cultÍvator shoveL triaÌ
run because in trial #4 there rlas not enough room !o avoid running in

soil that had been disrurbed by trial #3.

The cul!ivator shovel tras mounled on lhe three dirnensional force and

monent dynamometer as shor+n in Fig. 4.3. The cultivator shovel was

Iowered to a depth 80 mm below the average soil level. This depth

varied fron 70 nn to 90 mm due to variation in the soil. leveL. The tip
of the cultivator r,'as locaEed at lhe coordinates (30,0,600) mm usinq the
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coordinate system defined in Fi9. 3.5, The disk blade was mounted as

shown in Fig.4.4 making a 30 degree angle wilh the direction of travel.

The center of lhe disk r,las positioned at coordinates

(-0.055,-0.00i,-0.370) and the radius of the disk was 180 mm. The disk

bl.ade was also placed at a depLh 80 mm below the average soil level,

The depth varied from 70 mm to 90 mm due to the soil level variation in

the soil bin. Pictures of the cultivator shoveL and the disk blade are

shor,¡n in Fig. 4,5 and 4.6, respectivly, at the end of a run.

The data acquisition sysbem t{as ôttached to !he lhree dimensional

force and moment transducer using the folJ.owing procedure.

t. The Wheatstone bridge circuits of the three dinensional force and

moment transducer $ere connected to the strain board of the

Taurus-One daLa acquisition system using a 32 pin connector.

The Taurus strain board r,|as lhen connected to the Taurus-One data

acquisition unit with a ribbon connector.

The Taurus one data acquisilion unit Has then connected to the

Corona PC serial port through the Taurus channel À serial port.

The progran disk was pJ.aced in drive À of the Corona and a blank

data disk placed in drive B.

When power was supplied to the system the disk in drive B was

formated for data storage and the programs on drive À were loaded

into menory. The nain menu was displayed and the user llas

pronpted to reÍìove the progran disk and place the dala disk in

drive A. The user t{as then ready to begin collecting, or

analyzing data depending on $hat prograrn rias selected from the

ma in menu.

)

3.

4.
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Hith the data acquisition system attached to the three dimensional

force and monent transducer, the program FORCEACO l{as run for each

tillage trial. The soiL bin carriage motor rias taken up to the desired

speed of 3 km/h and the drive was engaged. The data acquisilion program

took 400 readings in eight seconds for each trial and then stored the

the dala in a conpressed random access fiLe on disk, This dala was

later run through the force conversion prograrn FORCE3D lhat predicted

the three dimensional forces and noments applied to the dynamometer and

this data was saved to disk in an uncompressed sequential file. This

data was used by lhe program I^IRENCH that determined the tr,ro component

moments of the resultant moment Mr, Mo the moment vector parallel to the

line of action of the resultant force Fr, and Mp the noment vector

perpendicu).ar to the line of action of the resultant force Fr. The

minÍmum monent arm position (rx,ry,rz) was also found for the resultant

force in space. These values were aLso saved to disk. The three

dirnensional forces and moment resultant vectors as welL as the space

position coordinate for the cultivator shovel and disk blade were

uploaded to the UniversiLy of Manitoba Mainfrarne computer to alLol{

statistical analysis. These values were checked to see if there were

stat.istical differences betr'een runs and if so how large.



Fi gure 4.3r Shovel
*f ::: -:::1-r:,::::::_ 1:!::r;:;:ì::
Three Dimensional Dynamoneter and Cultivator

Figure 4.4: Three Dimensional Dynanoneter and 30 Degree Disk Blade



Figure 4.51 Cultivator ShoveL in Soil

Figure 4.6: 30 Deqree Disk Blade in Soíl
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4,2 TILLAGE ]MPLEMENT TESTING COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The programs used for testing implenenLs in this thesis have been

r+ritten to be particularly user f riendJ.y. They were written using

GWBÀSIC computer language with MS-DOS (¡,ficro-Sof t Disk Operating

Systern). The programs described in this section can be found in

Appendix C through appendix G.

The programs for daLa acquisition and force analysis were combined

into a complete softrJare package. This package contained six ín!egrated

computer prograrns, MMENU, FoRCEÀCQ, FoRCE3D, FORCETRC, WRENCH, and

I NTERSEC .

The progran Ml'tENU allows access to the other five programs from its
menu. The programs can be accessed in any order if all dala are present

but must be run in a logical order when determining forces and moments

for the firsl time, If the data are not present on disk the program

will prompt the user with "FiIe Not Found". The order of execution to

develop a new data base is as follows:

t. First lhe initial ral{ data must be collected using the program

FoRCEACQ from any tillage or force related trÍal, Several trials
may be collected at one time t{ithout force and mornent analysis or

the forces and monents may be determined immediately.

Once the initial rar+ data are coLlected the program FORCE3D nust

be run to determine Ehe three dirnensional forces and moments.

Program FoRCETRC could also be run at this time. FORCETRC has

been modífied to allor+ íts use for traction tests. Both programs

store their data in a forn that can be used by lhe next program

I,¡RENCH .

¿.
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The WRENCH program wiIl then determine the ninimun position

vector for lhe Line of action of the resultant force $ith respect

lo the origin of the three dinensional force transducer. These

data are also stored on disk. As fJell there is a complete

computer print out available of all the nean forces, noments, and

position vectors for the trial that is being analyzed.

The final program run is INTERSEC. This program determines the

intersection point of the line of action of the resultant force

and the plane in space that ís used lo describe the tillage
i rnpl ernen t being tested.

4,2.1 TilIaqe Implement Data Àcquisition proqram

The tillage implement data acquisition program FORCEACQ t.¡as used to

moni!or lhe three dimensional force and moment dynarnomeLer during the

testing of !iJ.lage implements. This program initiaJ.ly ran a continuous

check of alI six force transducers, using the Taurus-One data

acguisition unit, and disptayed lhe readings on the Corona

microcomputer. This allowed the user to assure that aIl transducers

were operating correctly. Àfter the check procedure was finished t.he

next stage of lhe program l{as to lake the unstrained readings of the

dynamometer system, These readings Here taken with the tillage
inplernent of interest attached so that its weight would be compensated

for t+ithout manual subtraction. Twenty readings of the unstrained

transducers f{ere !aken and stored. The conputer program t{as then ready

to take actual readings of the six force transducers while they were

Ioaded by soiJ. tillage forces.

4.
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The computer program then prompled the user to start the data

acquisition by pressing the (S) key. When this was depressed the data

acguisition unit would take 400 scans of the six force transducers in

eight seconds, The dala collected was stored by the Corona

microcomputer in random access files.

4,2.2 Three Dimensional Force and Moment Ànalvsis proorân

The data that were collected in lhe program FORCEACO do not in
themselves aLlow the direct reading of the forces and moments applied to

the dynamoneter directly. The data represented the change in the

voLtages across the full Wheatstone bridge as represented in Taurus-One

units at a gain of 1000, To determine the forces and noments in three

dimensions the calibration equations developed during the calibration of

lhe dynamometer frame were used. The equations were used in the program

FORCE3D.

The program FoRCE3D calculated the forces and moments applied to the

dynamometer frame using Matrix Method 13 . This method wiLl be

described in more detaiL in Section 5,1 .2. These equatíons give the

forces and moments applied on lhe three dimensional force and nonent

dynanometer at the origin of the coordinate axis as shown in Fig. 3.5.

The program first subtracted the unsLrained average reading from the

vaLues for each transducer taken during the tillage force and monent

measurement. This renoved the effect of the initÍaI weight from the

vertical force, giving the tillage tool soil forces only. The average,

ten readings at a time, llas then found for lhe resuLtant forces and

moments and stored on disk in a expanded random access file. This data

was used by the next prograrn I¡RENCH to nake its calculations.
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4,2,3 ComÞuter Proqram for the Determination ôf thê wrFnôh

The program WRENCH used the values determined in the program FORCE3D.

These values were used to determine the component moments of the

resuLLan! moment, Mr. These conponents consisted of the component Mo

that was paralleI to the direction of the resultant force and t'!p that

was perpendicular to the resul!ant force. This program also de!ernined

the value for the position vector R that gave the position of the

resultant force from the origin of the system to achieve the minínum

torque along the Iine of action of the resultant force. This point gave

the position of the axis of the wrench for a system of forces and

uniquely positions the resultant force along its true Iine of actíon,

These values lrere then saved to disk on the Corona microconputer in a

random access f íle.

4.2.4 Intersectiôn Dcterminal'ìon Prôôrãm

The program INTERSEC used the mean values determined in the programs

FoRCE3D and WRENCH and the equation that described the pLane in space

that represented the tillage impJ.enent of interest. The force and

posilion vector components, and the coefficients for the plane in space

describing the tiltage inplements, I'ere entered into t,he INTERSEC

progran. The point of intersection was determined and printed to the

printer, to provide a hard copy.
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4.3 COMPUTER PROGRÀMS FOR CALIBRATION

The calibration programs were also written in a user friendly styl.e.

They !¡ould prompt the usei to place the correct calibration force or

moment and then depress a key to begin the data acquisition phase. Àll
calibration programs were written in GWBASIC using MS-DOS. The data

that were collected were stored.in compressed two byte numbers in random

access files. The programs were also written to operate wi!h the Corona

microcomþu!er and the Taurus-One data acquisition unit. The programs

described in this section can be found ín Àppendix F.

4.3.'1 Individual Calibration of Transducers

The program used to caLibrate the transducers when they were calíbrated

individually t.tas CÀLIND. This program was se! up so that it would scan

one lransducer at a time when it was being calibraLed as described in

section 3.3, Calibration of Individual Transducers. The program nould

first scan the transducer, l,¡ith the use of the Taurus One data

acquisition unit and lhe Corona nicroconpuler, to check for correct

functioning. It Ìrould then take 10 unstrained readings and store the

informaLion on disk. The progran would then allow lhe íncrement of

loads up to a predetermined maximun and then allow an incremental

lowering of these loads. At each increment the transducer would be

scanned 10 tines and lhe data sLored on dísk. The average transducer

output tias determined for each calibration increment and uploaded to the

nainfrane computer for slatisticaJ. analysis using SÀS.
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4,3,2 ComÞuter Proorâms for Calibration of ihê DvnâmôrnÊfÞr FrãmÞ

The program used to calibrale the dynamometer frame, for development of

the coefficient matrix, was CÀLFRÀME. This program scaned aLl six

transducers initially !o check for correct operation. The unstrained

readings were then taken and stored on disk. The program then alLowed

for the increnental calíbration forces or mornents to be applied and took

ten scans of each incremental increase. The increments reached a

predelermined maximum and then were lowered, in stages, !o zero. The

data were then placed on disk on the Corona microcomputer. These data

were then used to deternine the matrix coefficients for the Matrix

ùlethod of force and moment anaLysis. The average transducer output for

the force or moment increments r+as determined and tränsfered to the

mainframe computer for statistical anaJ.ysÍs.



Chapter V

RESULTS ÀND DI SCUSSION

5.1 CALIBRÀT]ONRESULTS

5,1.1 Calibration Results From Individual Transducers

The calibratíon data collected for the six individual transducers rlere

transfered to lhe University of Manitoba mainframe compuLer to allow

statistical analysis using sÀs, The sÀs procedure used was cLM(ceneral

tinear Model) and the resulls were sunmerized in Table 5.1. The

linearity of the transducers was good, never exceeding more than 1.02 %

for transducers f2 through S6. The linearity of transducer #1 was 1.55

% which was the highest but stilL very acceptabLe. The sensitivity for

transducer #1 is as expected ]ower than the other transducers due !o its
stronger construction. ÀI1 of the R2 vaLues were above 0.9995 which is
again very good. The estimale of the slopes of the calibration curves

were used in the equations [12] through [17] for the calculation of the

forces and Ínoments applied to the origin of the coordinate system of the

three dimensionaÌ force and nonent dynamometer. This nethod ot

calculating the forces and moments r,ras the force and moment vector

analysis, Method #1. The equations [12J through [17] become equations

Iss] throush [60 ] .

s9-
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Fx=1.42967*TR1

Fy = 0.8461 * TR4 +

Fz = 0.8553 * TR2 +

ltx = _0.8461*TR4*c +

My = -0.8553*TR2*a +

Mz = _ 0 . g4 61*TR4 *d +

where:

a = 279,4 mm

b = 50.8 mm

c = 304.8 mm

d = 177.8 mn

0.8444 * TRs + 0.8179 * TR6

0.8757 * TR3

0,9444*TR5*b +

0.8757*TR3*a

0.8444*TR5*a -

TABLE 5.1

IndivÍdual Transducer Cal íbrat ion Results

Transducer # SJ.ope R2 Linearity
1 1 .4297 0.999.t7 1 .55%2 0.8553 0.99964 1,01"A3 0.8758 0.99970 1 .01%4 0 .84 61 O ,99977 O ,96/.5 0.8444 0.99956 1 .02%6 0. 81 79 0 . 99993 O :SZZ

NOTE: Slopes have the uníts N/unit.output from Taurus_One, gain 1000,LineariLy is the Iargesi residuai over th; full scaÍe'vaIue. 
-'

5.1,2 Dynamoneter Frame Calibration Resul.ts

The dynamometer frame caribration resurts are represented in Appendix Â

in Tab1es À.1 and À.2. In these tables the regression coefficients were

given for all applied force and monent calibrations. These values are

the slopes of the regression curves and are used to deternine the matrix
coefficients for rhe maLrix method for force and monen! analysis. Tabre
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À.1 contains the values found when the regression curve was not forced

through zeto and Table A.2 contains the values found when the

regression curve was forced through zero. The statistical varues F, R2,

and linearity, for each transducer due to all six forces and moments are

recorded in TabLes À.1 and A.2.

The linearity for the transducers subjected !o forces and moments

that lrere along the transducers principar axes when mounted in the

dynamoneter frane was good. The linearity of the transducers when

subjec! to a load that is not along their principal axes is no! as

important a statistic. The poor r.inearity is a resur.t of the transducer

response to interaction of lhe !ransducers, not a direct response to an

applied load. What is nore inportant is the accuracy of the two matrix

nethods tha! was developed from lhe imformation in these tables.

During construction of the inverse matrix, lhe F values were used to

deternine if the regression coefficient shour.d be used. If a regression

did not have a significant F varue, there rias a large variation in the

readings leading !o a large sum of squares for the error in lhe

regression and a small sum of squares for the regression term. The

values were not used in the inverse natrix. The inverse malrix was made

up of the inverse of the slopes of the Lines for the regressíons shown

in Tables À.1 and A.2. The vaLues for the inverse slopes for
nonsignificant regressions u¡as set to zero. The coefficients of the

slopes are in either N/(taurus one transducer units) or Nm/(Taurus one

transducer unirs). This means that the transducer with a nonsignifÍcant

F vaLue could be represented as an infinite force or moment per

transducer outpur unit. once !he inverse is taken this would represent
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a zero transducer output per unit force which describes the situation
that occurs when lhe transducer does not interact with a force or couple

that is not along lheir major axis.

The t''o inverse matrices thar were devetoped are shor+n in Àppendix B

in Tables B.'1 and 8.2 and represent the matrix deveroped by not forcing
the regression line through zero and forcing the regression line through

zero respectivLy' The zero coefficients in the matrices represent the

regressions that did not have a significant F value at the 0,05 level of

significance. The inverses of lhese matrices was taken and are shown in

Àppendix B TabLe 8,3 and 8.4. The equations for the analysis of the

forces and monents applied to the origin of the coordinate system Here

formed f rorn lhese matrices. The equations for Method #2 used the matrix

that did not force the regression r-ines through zero and are shown in

Table 5.2. The equations for Method #3 used the matrix tha! forced lhe

regression lines through zero and are shown in Table 5.3.

TÀBLE 5.2

Equations for Forces and Moments Matrix Method #2

FORCE OR COEFFICIENTS FOR TRANSDUCERS #1 THROUGH #5MOMENT TR1 TR2 TR3 TR4 TRs TR6

FX
FY
FZ
Ì'lX
MY

ttz

1,467820 -.044060
0.021227 -.017320
0 . 021 780 . 8571 69

-3.0x10-a -8.0x10-r
-0.006300 -.246150
-0.005850 -.004080

.004547 .004358 .004894

.853275 .853109 .84 1137

.002087 .007701 -.004060
-.261720 .042047 .041456
.011359 -.006730 -.003290

-. 160280 .242913 -,236180

.044000

. 01 7488
,8597 02
9,0x10-a

,241084
-.200218
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TABLE 5.3

Equalions for Forces and Ì,foments Matrix Method #3

FORCE OR COEFFICTENTS FOR TRÀNSDUCERS #1 THROUGH #6MOMENT TR1 TR2 TR3 TR4 TRs TR5

FX
FY
FZ
t4x
MY

MZ

1.448800 -.040800 -.043740 ,005122 .004569 .0051630.0'19996 -.011650 .010195 ,85247.1 .853177 .8411,t50.011825 .859050 .858498 _,009224 .OOg224 _.003800
-2.0x10-a -.002730 .0026'16 -.261'Ì60 ,042012 .O¿i¿Sl
-0.009730 -,243670 ,238857 _.001780 _.004880 _.001160
-0.004260 -.002000 .002130 -.160280 .242948 _.001150

5.1.3 Comparison of Force and Moment Ànalvsis Methodc

Three methods were dever.oped to deLernine the three dimensionar forces

and moments applied to the dynamometer. These methods were used to
predict the forces and moments applied to the dynamoneter. The three

methods predict not only the forces and moments that were applied but

also predicr forces that are actuarly zero but can be produced due to
lhe interaction of the transducers. First, ,*e wir.r took at the resurts
of the predictíon of lhe actuar appried forces and monenrs a'd lhen

Later at the forces and noments predicted due to the interaction of the

transducers.

Method #1 used the force and moment equalions developed from lhe

individuaL catibration of lhe lransducers and the force and moment

ana).ysis of the dynamoÍreter frane. Methods f2 and #3 used lhe force ancr

monent eguations developed using the matrix nethod for force and moment

analysis, Method #2 used the regression coefficients from the

regression curves that {ere not forced through zero. Method #3 used the

regression coefficients from lhe regression curves that were forced

through zero.
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The difference betHeen the actual and predicted forces and moments

were compared statistically using an Ànalysis of variance (ANOVÀ) Table

and then perforrning a Least Significance Difference ,t_Test, (LSD). A

summary of the ÀNovÀ and LSD tests is sho*n in Tabre 5.4. The only two

triars that showed a significant difference at rhe 0,05 Iever were the

mean differences for the applied force Fx and applied monent tty. In the

first case¡ applied force Fx, alI three melhods are significantty
different ',ith Method #3, having the lowest mean difference from the

acLual applied load. For the applied moment My there is only a

significant difference between Methods f1 and Method #2, and a

significant difference between Method #3 and #2 but no significant
difference between #3 and #1. The Methods #3 and #i clo however have a

lower mean difference than Method #2.

These ttlo cases are shown in Fig. 5.1, applied force Fx, and Fig,

5,2, app).íed moment My. In Fig. 5.i we can see that the difference
between the actual and applied forces is generarly smarrer for Method #3

whereas Methods #1 and #2 have in general larger dífferences between the

actual and applied forces. The differences are not so 1arge in Fig.

5.2 where Method #1 and Method #3 follow the same trends,

when we look at the error in the methods due to lhe interaction of
the transducers in the dynamometer system 

'oe 
are comparing lhe predicted

forces or rnoments to a zero actual force or moment, In Table 5.4 the

cases where there were signíficanr differences has been summerized. The

onLy method that $as ever significantly different than the other t,,o ,oas

Method #3. This method has a significantry roo,er nean difference than

the other two in five cases. Àlso in four orher cases Method #3 is
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TABLE 5.4

Summary of ÀNovA for predicted-Àpplied Forces and Moments

ÀPPLIED FORCE METHOD OF FORCE AND MOMENT F
OF MOI'IENT ÀNÀLYSI S

M1 M2 M3

Fx Mean 10.5iS9 -i7,4332 _3.9750 23,92
Difference

ÀBc
Fy Mean -5.3544 -5,4478 _5.4517 0.002

Di fference No Significant Difference

Fz Mean -3,9'173 -3,9245 _3.9671 0.0003
Di f ference No Significant Difference

Mx Mean 0.2306 0.6346 0.7523 0.370Difference NoSignificantDifference

My Mean 1,3254 3.5031 0.7651 6.89Difference À B A

tiz Mean 1.9039 1.9150 1.7990 0.0005
Di fference No Significant Difference

NoTE: Mean difference in this table is lhe difference
between the applied and predicted forces and moments.

Af B'c _Rating: If there is a significant difference bet,oeen the
mean differences rhe merhods aie given differeni i.iiãiã,'ri r"ohave no significant differences tñen they u." gi".n-ihå-iur"letter.

significantly lower, for its mean difference , than at least one of the

other tt{o nethods. This is caused by the removal of the interaction
effect by the Matrix t4ethod of force and monent analysis.

If Fi9. 5.3 the effect of interaction is shown quite well. Method

#1, the force and noment vector analysis method, shows a definire trend
of increased prediction of a force in the y direction ,,ith the increase

of the force in the X direction. The ttio Matrix MeLhods show a nuch
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smaller trend centered nore about the zero horizontal line. lfethod

has lhe best overaLl performance having the lowesl mean difference
-1.3536 N for the actual load in the y direction (zero) ninus the

predicted load.

Method #3 was used in the tiltage trials because of the consistently
more accurare performance in the prediction of the applied forces and

moments and the reduc!Íon of the interaction effect betlreen transducers.

68

#3

of
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TÀBLE 5.5

Summary of ÀNoVA for interaction EffecLs

ÀPPLIED FORCE PREDICTED FoRcE METHoD of FoRcE oTor I'IOMENT or MOMENT }.IoMENT ANÀLYSI s
lt1 M2 M3

Fx

Fx

Fx

Fx

Fx

My

My

My

My

Fy Mean Diff. 12.6215 -2.'t526 -1.3535 93.4ÀBB
Fz Mean Diff. 10.8483 -4.4526 2.8234 105.14ÀBc
Mx I'tean Diff. -0,415i 1.3387 -1 ,OSi2 4,02ABÀ
My Mean Diff. -6.2923 -j.9321 0,4924 61 ,4gABC
viz Mean Diff. -2.5b60 1.i759 0.4169 39.13ÀBB

Fy t¡iean Dif.f..-12.1922 6.-t841 .00643ÀBc
Fz Mean Diff. 12.1819 2.1i11 O,4Z3S

ÀBB
Mx Mean Diff. -2.781A -1.8359 -O,O27ZAAB
t4z Mean Diff. -2,12'71 -1 .1632 0.045?

57.00

9. 03

17 .94

20.92

NoTE¡ The Mean Difference in this tabre is the difference between theactual load, which is zero, and the predicted load.
The À,8,C ranking system is used to identify t¡À-màans ttrathave a significant difference at rhe 0,05 Läver oi-ãiõnlii"un.".If tt+o means have lhe sane letter there is no Siqniii¿anl--- --'
difference.
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5,2 TILLAGE IMPLEMENT TRI ALS

5,2,1 Cult i vator Shovel Triats

The method used to determine the three dimensional forces and moments

!¡as Matrix Method #3. This nethod was used because in the calibration
trials it had the overall best perfornance when predicting applied
forces and monents. Tþe average forces and moments measured during the

six Èillage triaLs with the cultivator shovel were recorded (ra¡te s,s).
The average parallel monent vector and force position vector were

determined using lhe program I,¡RENCH (Table 5.7 ano Table 5,g). l¡ith
this information and a mathematical noder of the cuttivator shover rhe

average intersection point of lhe resuLtant force and the cultivator
shovel was determined (Table 5.9).

The largest force measured, for aIl six triats, vJas the force in the

X direction (positive in the direcLion of travel). The largest nean

force for the triaLs was -622.2 N, occurring in trial #5. The overall
mean draft force was -504.4 N. The draft force as measured.by Kiss and

Bellor+ (1981) at the same depth of operation was of the sane nagnitude,

600 N. This !riaI was significantly different lhan the other five
trials. This difference could be due to soil varíation in compaction,

moisture content, and depth. The smaLles! mean force for the six trials
occurred in trial f4. This triar. had a mean varue of -344.g N and was

significantly different than the five other trials. This reduction in
the magnitude of rhe draft force can be accounted for by experirnental

error. I,lhen lrial #4 was run the path of the cultivator shovel

overlaped with lhat of triar fi3. The soit for this run was not at the

same compaction as the other trials and this Lead to the Lower force
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being measured. This type of reduction of draft force was also shown by

Kiss and BelLorc (1981) for the draft force on â trailing cultivator
shovel. They found lhat a traiLing cullivator shovel could have a

reduction on average of. 27% in the draft force. The reduced compaction

of trial #4 aLso was evident in the measurements of the force in the z

direction. Trial #4 was signifícantry different than au. five oLher

triaLs and had the lowest magnitude for the vertical force of -90.g N.

No other trial was significantly different in the measurenents of the

force in the verticaL direction. The vertical force measured by Kiss

and Bellow was also downward except for a shovel at a sharlow depth.

The nagnitude of the vertical force when compared to lhe draft force in
work by Kiss and BelLow rlas found to be 20% of. the draft force. The

nean vertical force neasured Ín this thesis was 27% of the mean draft
force. The lateral force measured by Kiss and Berron ,oas consídered

small or nonexistent when compared to the draf! of vertical force. This

was also the case ''ith the cultivator shovel tested in this lhesis
having an overaLL mean lateral force of -27.? N.

The resultant momenrs for all six !riars were neasured and their nean

values recorded and broken do'on into their components in the X, y, and Z

directions (Tabte 5.6). The moments measured in the y direction were

quile large with a naximum of 352.8 Nm in triaL #5 and a minimum of
200.4 Nm neasured for triar #4. The moment measured ín the y direction
is a function of the displacement from the origin of the resultant
force, the magnitude of the resul!ant force, and the non-symmetrical

distribution of the soiL pressure over the tillage implement. The

moment in the Y direction is made up of a rarge negative force in the x
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direclion, when compared to the forces in the Z direclion, and a larger
displacêment in the Z direction than in the X direction. These

combinations result in the magniLude and direction of the resultant
noment in the Y direction, being a function of the force in the X

direction. The Iarge monent in trial #5 and smaller monent ín trial #4

âre a direct result of the corresponding larger and smarrer forces

applied in lhe X direction in the trlo trials.

The components of the resulrant moment in the x and z directions are

small r+hen compared to lhe moment in the y direction. This is as

expected with the smaller forces in the y and z directions and the

smaller dÍsplacements in the x and y directions, The moment in the x
direction has a maximum recorded varue of -19.2 Nm in triar #4 and a

minimum of -1'9 Nm in triar #5. The mornent in the z direction has a

maximum mean value of -3,6 Nm in tríal #6 and a minimum nean value of

-0.87 Nm in trial f4.

The parallel component monent of the resurtant moment sas arso

deternined for the six component trials (Table 5.7). ThiS moment

represents the portion of the resultant monent that has the same vector

sense as lhe resultan! force vector. This parallel monent and the

resultant force define the Wrench of the force systen.

The only trial that was significantly different, in the mean parallel
momentr from lhe olher five triars was trial #4. The Iargest difference
was recorded in the component in the X direction (Table S.7). The

monents in this table represent the actual moment or moments applied to
the culLivator due to non-symnetricar soir pressures over the surface of
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the cultivator shovel. This dif!erence in the momenr in the x direction
is a function of lhe soir pressures in the y and z directions. If one

or both of these pressures are not distributed synmetrícaJ.r.y a noment in

the x direction wÍ1r. be created. The monent in the x direction in trial
#4 was -2.8 Nm, a difference of 6.5 Nm fron the average of the other 5

lrials. This difference is due to the reduced compaction of the soiL in
part of trial #4.

The moments parallel to the resultanl force (Table 5,7) were all
quite small showing that the distribution of soit pressures t{ere

symnetrical about the cultivator shovel. À9ain trial f4 differed in its
results due to non-symmetrical soil pressures. These results also show

that the soil in the university of Manitoba, Department of Àgricurture
Engineering SoiL Bin can achieve, if proper care is taken, a consistent
soí I for t i llage !rials.

The posiLion vector was arso det.ermined for rhe resurtant force

vector (Täble 5.8) using the wRENcH program. usíng these t'o vectors we

are then abLe to uniquery define the rine of action of the resurtant
force in space. If we then deveJ.op a three dinensional nathenatical.

model for the implement lre can determine lhe point of application of the

resultant f orce.

The cultivator shover was represented in three dimensionar space by

the equation of a plane. The plane r+as developed from three non_

collinear points measured on the cuLtivator shovel. The equation of the

plane used to represent the cullivator in space was:

-0.085 x - 0.137s z - 0.053562s = 0 .,. ......t611
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The intersection points of the prane representing the cultivator shovel

and the force vectors from the six triars were determined (TabIe 5.9).
The mean value for all six trials for the intersection point in the X, y

and Z direc!ions was (0.2047,0.0111,-0.S157)m. The cultivator shovel

has iLs forward tip at (0.3000,0.0000,-0.5750)m and the sweep changed

fron a shallori to a sharp angLe at the location (0.'1625,0.0000,_0,4900)

m with respect to the origin of the dynamoneter system. The curtivator
lras run at a depth of 80 mm below the average soiL Level. The mean

intersection point recorded for the six curtivator tríats in the z

direction was 20 mm berolr the average rever of the top of the soir. The

mean value for the intersection in the y direction of 7 nn shows that
the resultant force is r.ocated near the center of lhe cultivator shovel

depending on the soil conditions. The x value for the intersection
lies 95 mm back of the tip of the cultivator shovel.



TÀBLE 5.6

Cultivator Shovel Titlage Trials Resultant Forces and Monents

Force or
Momen t

Trial #1-6 Mean F

Fx(N) 4 3 1

Mean -344.8 -493.5 -50't ,2
þ¿5

-510.0 -548.6 -622.2 -504.4 16,28

Fy(N) s
Mean -9 ,4

6
-22.5

241
-26.6 -29.3 -34.1

3

-38.1 -26.1 1f.48

nz(N)
Mean

Mx (Nm )
Mean

t'ty (Hm )
Mean

4

-90.8

-1.9

6s231
-140.5 -143,42 -145.4 -146.6 _153.6 _135.7 10.82

623
-6,4 -7.5 -15.4

14
-16.8 -19.2 -11,2 25.8.t

200,4 284.5
1625

285.83 295.3 313.8 352.8 288.8 65.45

Mz(Nm) 6 s 4 1 z 3Mean -3,'l -1.9 -0.87 2.7 - 3.1 3.6 0.5 56.32

The mean val.ue in this lable is the average value for thetrial. This. represents the average of foúr hundred readings
taken over eight seconds. The foices and moments were
determined using the equations from Method #3. The mean
vaLues that are nol significantty different at lhe 0.05level of significance are underlined.



Momen t

TABLE 5.7

Cultivator ShoveI parallel Component Moment Mo

Trial # 1-6

t¡x(Hrn) 4 s
Mean -2.8 2,8

163
2.8 5.20 6.9

2
7.9 4.43 29.00

3

0.62 0.27 21 .19

3
¿. t+

My(Nm) 4

I'tean -0. '15

c

0,12
162

0,25 0.31 0.49

Mz (Nm) 4 5
Mean -0.84 0.69

62
1.45 2.11 1,07 26.60

1

0.85

The nean value in this tabLe is the average vaLue for thetriaI. This. represenLs the average of foúr ¡¡unãrea readings
taken. over eight seconds. The moñents were deterrnin.ã-;;i;;
equations from Method #3, and the equations in ihe force anã
moment analys i s program WRENCH.
vaLues thal are. not significantly different at the 0.0Srevet o! sr9nrficance are underlined.



Di recti on

TÀBLE 5.8

CuIt ivator ShoveI position Vector

Tr ial # 1-6

nx (m)
Mean

524
0.121 0.138 0.141

ÞrJ
0.148 0.152 0.153 0.142 4.35

Rytm, b 5
Mean -0.003 -0.002

Rz(m) 4 5
Mean -0,542 -0.538

241
0.009 0,012 0.013

Þ¿J
-0.537 -0.532 -0.s27

3
0.015 0.007 105.43

1

-0.514 -0.532 15.81

NOTE: The mean vaLue in this table is the average vaLue for thetriaL. This. represents the average of foúr hundred ,.udin9,
taken over eigh! seconds. The po¡ition vectors were deteríined
using eguations from Method f3, and the equations ln if,e ioicã-
and noment analysis program WRENCH.
Values that are not significantly different at the 0.05Ievel of significance are underllned.
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TÀBLE 5.9

Intersection of Cultivator Shovel and Resultan! Force Vector

TriaI X Position
m

Y Position
m

Z Position
n

'I 0.185'1 0 . 01 72 -0 . s035--0.2027 0,0124 -0.51480.0190 -0.51643 0.2053
4 0.2151
5 0,2092
6 0.2106

0.0189
-0. 0007
-0.0002

-0.5225
-0.5189
-0.5 f97

nean 0.2046 -0.0111 -n ElEt

Note: The vaLues for !he intersection point of theresultant force and the cultivatór shovel
are the mean values for four hundred readings
taken over eight seconds for each triaI.

5.2,2 Di sk Blade TriaLs

The largest force on the disk that ''as measured was the force in the y,

or side direction (TÀBtE 5.10). The force was negative and had a

maximum of -681.6 N in trial #3 and a minimum of. -493,j N in trial #4.

The }arge forces in the y direction l¡ere created by the 30 degree angle

that the disk blade had with lhe X axis, Ehe direction of travel. The

side force neasured by Orlanclea et al. (19g2) on a disk blade mounled at
22 degrees to the direction of traver 

''as 
no! found to be the rargest of

the three component torces. Their work did show a reduction in the

draft force and an increase in the side force as the angle !o the

direction of lravel became greâter.

The force measured in the x direction was lhe second largest force
measured for the disk triars, The force in the x direction for the disk
triaLs was of sinilar magnitude as those neasured for the force in the x
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direction during the cultivator triars. The rargest force was -501.5 N

recorded in trial f3 and lhe lolrest force was recorded in rrial #4 of

-493.7 N' OrLandea et ar. found draft forces of -s70 N on a disk set a!

a -22 degree angle. The force measured ín the Z direction was positive,
vertically upwards, for the disk triars. This is different than the

cultivator trial where the force in the verLicaL direc!ion was negative.

The maximum vertical force was recorded in frial #3 of 361.4 N and the

ninimum vertical fcrce was recorded in trial #L or. n7.z N, The overarl
mean vertical force of 298 N was only stightly higher than the 250 N

measured by Vaishnav et al. (1982).

The ì.argest component of the resultant moment was in the x direction,
This monent was created by the forces in the y and z direction combined

wilh the displacement of the forces fron the origin of the dynamometer

system. The large forces in the negative y direcLion and the negative

displacement in the Z direclion created a negative noment in the X

dírection. The positive force in the z direction and the negative

displacement in the y direction arso gave a negative rnornent in the x
direcLion, The smaller force and offset for the force in the z

direction created a smaller moment about the origin of lhe dynamoneter

system than the moment created by the force in the y direction and the

displacement in the x direction. The moments created by these t,,o
combinations were both negative and combined to give a larger momenl in

the X direct ion,

The noment in the y direction was also a large moment when compared

to the monent in the z direction. This moment was created by the forces

in the X and Z direction conbined rlith lheir dispJ-acements from the
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origin of lhe dynarnometer system in the x and z direction. The negative

force in the x direction combined with the negative dispracement in the

z direction and the positive force in the Z dÍrection combined with the

negative displacenent in the x direction both creâted a positive monrent

in the Y direction. These trio combined to create a Iarger posilive
monent in the y direction with the major portion coming from the

combination of the force in the x direction and the disp).acement in the

Z di rect i on.

The component of thè resurtant moment in the z direction was smalj.

due mainly to the smar.r disprâcenents of the forces in the x and y

direction from the origin of the dynamometer system. ÀIso lhe force in
the x direcLion created a negative moment in the z direction and the

force in the y direction created a noment in the positive z direction,
This combination does not add up to a rarger moment in the z direction
but a reduced moment. Therefore, the conponent of the resurtant nonent

in the Z direclion r,las small when compared to the monent in the X or y

di rect ion.

The mornent parartet to the resurtant force was determined (Tabre

5,12') and found to be smalL showing that the distribution of soil
pressures across the tiJ.lage disk were symmetrical. The naxinum

paratrel monent in the x direction was -15.6 Nm, in the y direction was

-17.9 Nn, anð 9,2j Nm ín the Z direction.

The position vector was deterr¡ined with the program I{RENCH for the

five disk triars (Tabte 5' 12), This point represented the minimum

posilion vector from the origin of the dynamoneter system to lhe line of
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action of the resultant force. The 30 degree tillage disk was

represented by the equation for the pLane in space:

-0.0012s928 x - 0.0022446 y - 0.00008668 = 0 ..t621

The equation of the line in space representing the rine of action of

the resultant force and lhe equation for the plane ín space representinq

the tilJ'age disk were used in determining the mean inLersecrion point

for each trial. The mean for intersection point for ar.r. five triars
was, (-0.006,-0.033,-0.48) m. The largest dífference in the X direction
from the mean value occurred in triat #5 of .005 m. The largest

difference from the mean in the y direction was 0.004 m. The largest

difference from the mean in the z direction was -0.011 m. Àr.t of these

differences were smalL and not considered significant.
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TÀBLE 5. '1 
O

Disk B]ade Tillage TriaIs Resultant Forces and Moments

Force o!
Monent

Trial # 1-5

rx(H) 4
lilean -4 58 . 5 -465.0 -515.2 -529,1

3

-50'1 .6 -514.1 16.28

ry(n) 4 2
Mean -493 ,7 -520 .8

153
-551 .2 -614.2 -691.6 -575.5 36.69

nz(u)
Meân

ux (Nn )

Mean

My (NÍì )
Ìlean

+¿
237.2 265.8

42
-250,6 -268.5

1s3
304.7 324,4 361.4 298,'1 27,00

1

_)o1 ',
53

-314.3 -364.0 -298.9 38.98

42
202.7 210.4 233.8 239.9

3

276.8 232,7 27.71

Mz(Nm) 5 4 3 2 1Mean -0.89 -4.32 -6.22 -9.3i -13.44 -6.9 36.41

NOTE: The mean value in this table is the average vaLue for thetrial. This represents !he average of foúr hundred readings
taken over eight seconds. The forces and moments were
determined using the equations from Method #3. The mean
values that are no! significantly different at the 0.05level of significance are underlined,
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Moment

TÀBLE 5.11

Dísk Blade Parallel Component Moment Mo

Trial # 1-5 I'tean

Mx(Nm) 2 4
Mean -10.8 -12.4

My(Nm) 2 4
Mean -12,0 -13.2

-15.1 -15.6 -13.3 15.24

7,6 15.52

5

-12.4

ET

-14,'1 -15 ,7
J

-17 .9 -14.7 15.24

Mz(Nm) 2
Mean 6. 1 9

4

6,36
3

9.27
Ðt

7,76 8.63

NoTE: The mean value in this table is the average value for thetrial. This represents the average of foúr hundred-reãàings
taken.over eigh! seconds. rire nroñenis were deternined usiíã
equations from Method #3, and the equations in tfre ióicå-ãnã
moment ana lys i s program WRENCH.
Values lhat are not significantly different at the 0.05Ievel of significance are underljned.
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Di rection

TÀBLE 5. 1 2

Ði sk Blade position Veclor

Trial # 1-5 Mean

Rx (m) 4
Mean -0.090

2135
-0.091 -0.09s -0.098 -0.100 _0.09s 16.46

Ry(n) 4 2
Mean -0.119 -0.135

531
-0.136 -0.138 -0.142 -0.134 28.71

Rz(n) 5 4
Mean -0.419 -0 ,425

213
-0.425 -0.428 -0.431 -0,426 5.02

NOTE: The rnean value in this table is the average value for thetrial, This represents the average of foúr r.,rnai.ã-i.iäin9,
taken over eight seconds. The po¡Ítion vectors were deterñinedusing equations from Method #3,-and the equatior. i; th;-i;;;;-
and moment analysis program WRENCH.
Values lhat are not significantly different at the 0.05level of siqnificance are underllned.

TÀBLE 5. 1 3

Intersection of Disk Blade and Resultant Foree Vector

Trial x Position
m

Position
m

Position
m

1

2 -0,0097 -0.0392 _0.4598
3 -0.0082
4 -0. 01 03
s -0 . 0070 -0. 0355

-0.0348
-0.0344

-0.4849
-0 .4601
-0.4775

mean -0.0067 -0.0369 -0 .4732

Note: The values for the intersection point of theresultant force and the 30 negreã nisk
are the mean values for four hundred readings
laken over eight seconds for each triaL.
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2.

Chapter VI

CONCLUSI ON

A three dimensional tillage force and monent dynamometer was

developed for use at the University of Manitoba, Department of

Agrículturâ1 Engineeríng TiIlage TooI Testing SoiI Bin. The

dynamometer was capabì.e of measuring three dinrensional forces and

momenls using a Taurus One data acquisition unit and ã Corona

Microconputer.

The Matríx t'fethod of calibration improved the performance of the

six transducer dynanometer system by reducing the effects of the

interaction between the six transducers. This improvement Has

sígnificant at the 0.05 level of conficlence.

of

to

The wrench for a system

was determined and used

the resul!ant force.

three dímensional forces and mornents

deternine the unique Line of action of

4, The surface of the tillage implements tested rlere described using

the equation of a plane in space. These equations were then used

to determine the intersection point of the line of action of the

resultant force and the surface of the fillage impLement.

86
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The integrated softfJare package deveJ.oped here allows a person of
limited computer experience to use the three dimensional tillage
dynamometer system for, data acquisition, anal.ysis of three

dirnensionaL forces and monents, determÍnation of the unique line
of actíon of the resultant force, and the intersection of the

resultant force and a nathematical model of the surface of a

tillage implenent.

The largest mean component force for the cultivator trials !4as

the force in lhe X direction of -622,3 N, The force in the Z

direction was negative, vertically down, for the cultivator
shovel tested. The largest force in the Z direction was _153.5

N. The force in the y direction was small ranging from _9.4 N to

-38.1 N. The nean resultant force for all six trials was S23.3 N

(-0.954î,-0,051j,-0.261R), This shows rhat rhe side force thar
was neasured on the cultivator shovel Ì¡as not Iarge or consistent
in positive or negative directionss. This minimal mean side

force is due !o the symmetricaJ. soil pressure distribuLion about

the Z axis.

The mean resultan! moment meâsured for the six cultivator !riaIs
was 289.0 Nm (-.0388í,0,999j,0.002Ê), The large noment in the y

direction was created by the large force in the X direction and

the moment arm Ín the Z direclion.

6.

7.
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f or8. The parallel conponent moments for lhe cuLtivator were small

aII !hree direcÈions showing thal the soil pressure r+as

distributed symmetricalLy around the surface of lhe tillage
irnplement. The mean resullant paratlel component moment for the

six cultivator triaLs r,las de!ermined to be 4.5.1 Nm

(0.97î,0.osj,0.231).

9. The average intersection point , for the six cultivator triaJ.s,
for the resultan! force and the mathematical model of the

cultivator shovel was ( 0 . 2 0 5 i , 0 , 0 1 1 j , - 0 . 5 1 6 Ê ) m from !he origin of

the transducer system,

10, The mean resuLtant force neasured for all five of lhe 30 degree

disk blade triats was 827.S N (-0.621î,-0.695j,0.361f). The

rargest mean value for ar.t triars r+as measured in the y direction
ranging frorì -493.7 N to -691.3 N. The force measured in the X

direct.ion ranged from -4S8.5 to -601.6, The force in the Z

direclion ranged from 237.2 N to -361.4 N.

f1. The mean resultant moment measured for aLI five 30 degree disk

blade triaLs was 378.9 Nm (-0.789i,0.614j,-0,018Ê). The targesr

component of the resuLtant moment occured in the X direction
ranging from -250.6 Nrn to -364.0 Nm. The component of the

resultan! monent ín lhe y direction ranged f.ron 202,7 Nm to 276.g

Nm, The component of the resultant moment in lhe Z direction
ranged from -0.89 Nm to -13.44 Nrn.
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'1 2. The mean parallel componen! moment for all five 30 degree blade

disk trials was 2j.2 Nm (-0.625î,-0.693j,0.360R). The largest

component of lhe paratlel moment fJas in the y direction ranging

from -12.0 Nm to -17.9 Nm. The conponent of the the paralÌel
monent in the X directÍon ranged from -10.9 Nm to _1b.6 Nm The

sr¡allest component of the parallel noment occured in the Z

direction ranging f.ron 6,2 Nrn to 9.3 Nm,

13' The mean position vector for arl five 30 cregree disk blade trials
was 0.455 m (-0.208î,-0.294j,-0.933f). The position components

ranged f rom, -0,90 n to -0.100 m, -..1 19 n to -..f 42 m, _.419 m to
-0.431, in the x,y and Z directions, respectiveLy.

14. The mean intersection point for the five 30 degree disk blade

trials was (-.007î,-0.037j,-0.4?3[)m from the origin of the

transducer system. The intersection point ranged, for the mean

vaLues for the individual trials, from, 0.002 m to _0.010 m,

-0.035 m to -0.036 m, -0.460 m to -0.495 m in the X,y, and z

position, re spec t i ve Iy.
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TÀBtE A.1

Regression Analysis for Dynanometer Frame Calibration Method #2

Regression Curve Not Forced Through Zero

Àpplied Transducer #
t'orce/Moment

Slope F R2 LineariLy

Fx 1

2

3

4

5

6

1 .4688
-57 .51't2
64.5495

330.7870
261 .465
69.099

58459 0.999350
695 0.948210
42 0.522100

235 0.860800
15 0.277040

256 0.871100

1 .54
17 ,78
38.24
26.59
54.48
25. 09

Fvl
a

J
4

6

Fz
1 .735 F>99999 0.999635 1 .51
1 .699 F>99999 0.999791 1 .22

128 .460 3 1 0 .444049 46 ,7 4136.803 1 1 '1 0.744403 28.91
- 1 15.769 37 0.490093 40. 16

-26.619 179 0.824550 25.42-117.s80 562 0.945740 40,12185.911 218 0.851428 21 ,216.163 81548 0.999533 1.36
1 . 1 80 F>99999 0 . 999909 0. 682,171 F>99999 0.999901 1 .16

2

3

4

5
6

1

2

3
4
c

6

38.015 23 0.373234 52.48
-'10.5'1 'l 86 0.69397s 35.248.997 108 0.740092 49.84

0.30377 F>99999 0,999941 1 .00
1 .8443 F>99999 0.999338 1 .35
0.35903 F>99999 0.999805 0,82

My 1

2

3
4

6

-6,137 .19 0.010399 51.56
-0.48678 39892 0.999545 1.17
0.48815 34757 0.999482 1,7325,231 26 0.585958 43.71-20.119 249 0.932546 14,20

-28.3 315 0.9464 15.36

1

2

3

4
E

6

4.0'177 .08 0.002003
-35.0520 340.86 0.899699
-37.285 40.23 0.514245

32 ,827 5. 45 0 .125478
.483225 F>999999 0.999850

-0.476336 F>999999 0.999915

52.43
22.66
48.54
52.91

1.07
0.68
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TABLE À.2

Regression Ànalysis for Dynâmometer Frame Calibration Method f3

Applied Transducer # Slope F R2 Linearity
1

J
4

5
6

s3.839840 2830 0.986409 20.01-110.604640 125 0.760600 59.66418.600670 660 0.944211 2.7,68539.970400 93 0.703862 60.9580.261350 910 0,961342 22.29

Fy I

¿

3
4

6

-245.366500 129
-11'1 .075570 326
183.475900 205
5.1619400 65609
1 .7993200 F>99999
2.1',t12290 F>99999

0.767458 28,48
0.893424 28.33
0.840273 21 ,95
0. 999406 '1 . 560.999688 1 .120.999825 1 .46

1

2

3
4

6

28,4064400 2497
1 .7277000 801 69
1 .6992300 F>99999
67.929300 12
91.300110 39-40.452800 I

0,984627 9.880.999514 1.3
0.999't87 1 .110.235281 56,57
0.496804 54.43
0,171250 57.83

1

2

3
4

6

9.844400 4 0.695653 58.56-6,241035 2'1 0.412055 51.165.550250 33 0.456555 47.95
-0 . 303764 F>99999 0 .999924 0. 68

1 .841296 16826 0 . 997588 2.62
0.359015 F>99999 0,999773 1.07

1

3
4
q

6

1

2
?

4
6

6

My -37.502800 2 0.106301 1f4.59
-0.482838 F>99999 0.999869 1 ,27
0.482427 F>99999 0.999829 1.5433.87622 132 0,879920 48.53-20.21 1132 0.983501 14.53-29.68 1405 0.986654 14.98

1.37020 0.03 0.0006?3 51.45-31.74410 172 0,814194 22.18
-17,09716 12 0.235812 59,929.773687 1 .51 0.373559 5?.58
0.483257 F>99999 0.999751 1 .35

-0.476309 F>99999 0.999857 0.97
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I t.nçraz -0.04405
I o.oztzz -0.01732
lo.ozrza 0.85717
l-o.ooo¡o -o.oooBo
l-o.ooeao -0.24615

fo.oos85 -o.oo4o8

I r . nneao -o. 043eo
I o.ozooo -0.0115s
I 0,01183 -0.8s90s
l-o.ooozo -0.00273
l-0.00973 -0,2436'l

L-0.00426 -0.00200

TABTE 8.1

Coefficient Matrix for Calibration Method #2

-0.04400 0.00465 0.00436 0.00489
0.01749 0.85328 0.85311 0.84114
0.85970 0.00209 0.00770 _0.00406
0.00090 -0,26112 0.04205 0.04146
0.24108 0.0'1 136 -0.00673 _0.00329

-0.00218 -0. 16028 -0.24213 _0.23678

TABLE 8.2

Coefficient Matrix for Calibration Method f3

-0.04374 0.00s12 0.00457 0.00516
0.01020 0.85248 0.85318 0.84118
0.8s850 -0.00169 0.00922 _0.00380
0.00268 -0.26176 0.04201 0.04145
0.23885 -0.00178 -0.00488 _0.001 16
0.00221 -0. 16028 0.24295 _0.23680

TÀBLE 8.3

Inverse Coefficient Matrix for Calibration Method #2

-0.00379 0,03492 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
-0.00850 0.57540 -0.09514 _2.05430 _0.02853
0.00s38 0.s88s0 0.11115 2.0485s O.OõóóO
0,16227 0.00000 -3,29200 0.00000 0.0000ó
0.55564 0.00731 0.54220 _0.04970 2,06%t
0,460s2 -0.00868 -2.78528 _0,34490 _2,09940

I o. eeoaz
l-0.01736I 0.00000
l-o. oosoz
I o. ooooo

l-o,ora+r
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TÀBLE B.4

Inverse Coefficient MaLrix for CaLibration Method #3

0.03520 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.57545 0.00000 -2.07110 -0.03150
0. 58850 0. 00000 2 ,07285 0 . 00000
0.00000 -3.29200 0.02952 0.00000
0.00000 0.54309 -0.04932 2.06951
0.00000 2.78540 -0.32370 -2.09950

Io.otggg -o.o04oB
l-0. or ssz -o. oo9tlo
lo.oosoe o.oo54s
l-0.00239 0,16229
l-0.00186 0.sss77

l-o.orzae o.46os6



Àppendix C

MAIN MENU PROGRÀM FOR CONTROT OF SOFTWÀRE PÀCKAGE



,8

1 REM *MÀI N I,IENU*
10 crs
2O REM UNIVERSITY OF MÀNITOBÀ THREE DIMENSIONAL
3O REM TItLÀGE FORCE ÀND MOMENT DYNÀMOI,ÍETER SYSTEM
40 LoCÀTE 5,5:PRINT

''UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBÀ, DEPÀRTMENT OT ÀGR] CULTURÀI ENGINEERING,,
50 LOCÀTE 6,1O3PRINT ''THREE DIMENSIoNAL

TILLÀGE FORCE AND MOMENT DYNÀMOMETER''
50 LoCÀTE 7,20:PRINT "TNTERGRATED ÀNÀLYSrS PROGRÀMS"
61 LOCÀTE 9,1s]PRINT ''WRITTEN ÀND DEVELoPED By cHÀRLEs I. KTTsoN"
62 LoCÀTE 11,23:pRINT ',FOR USE WÌTH THE "
63 LoCÀTE 12,1S:pRINT ,TÀURUS ONE DÀTÀ ÀQUTSITON SYSTEM AND THE,,
64 IoCÀTE 13,10:pRrNT',THREE Dr MENSI ONAL

TILLÀGE FORCE ÀND MOMENT DYNAMOMETER''
55 LoCÀTE 14,7rpRINT
''IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MÀNITOBA, DEPT. ÀGRI CULTURÀL ENGINEERING''

65 LoCÀTE 15,27:pRrNT "SOrL BrNi'
68 LOCÀTE 20,10:COLOR 2,7:pRINT "PRESS ANy KEy TO CONTINUE";COLOR 6,269 gg=¡¡¡st*.tr Q$="" rHEN coro 69
70 cls!LoCÀTE 3,10:pRrNT "1) FORCEACQ
80 LOCÀTE 3,22:PRINT I'INTTIAL ÐATÀ ÀõOUASI TON DURING TILLAGE OR TRACTION,'90 LocATE 4,12|PRINT "TRIALS WITH THE TÀuRUs oNE DÀTÀ ÀcQUSrroN sysrEM."
'1 00 LoCATE 6,10:pRrNT "2) FORCE3D
101 LOCÀTE 6,223pRINT

IIDETERMINÀTION OF THE THREE ÐIMENSIONÀL FORCES ÀND }IOMENTS,,
102 LOCATE 7,12!PRINT

"FRoM THE DÀTÀ coLLEcrED usrNG pRocRÀr'r FoRcEÀco FoR TTLLAGE TRrArs"
'1 03 LoCATE 9,10:pRrNT "3) FORCETRC
104 LOCÀTE 9,22:pRINT

I'DETERMINÀTION 
OF THE THREE DIMENSIONÀL FORCES ÀND MOMENTS,,

'1 05 LOCATE 10, 12 ¡ pRINT
''FROM THE DÀTÀ COLLECTED USING PROGRAM F'ORCEÀCO FOR TRACTION TESTS''110 LoCATE 12,10:PRTNT "4) WRENCH

111 L)cATE 12,22|
PRINT "DETERMINÀTION THE WRENCH ÀND THE POSITON VECTOR FOR À''
1 12 LoCÀTE 13, 12:
PRINT I'SYSTEM OF THREE DIMENSIONAL FORCES ÀND }IOMENTS ''120 LoCATE 15,10:pRINT "5) TNTERSEC
121 LoCÀTE 15,22:pRrNT

''DETERMINÀTION OF THE INTERSECTION POINT OF THE RESULTÀNT''
122 LoCATE 16,12rpRrNT

''FORCE ÀND THE PLÀNE IN SPÀCE USED TO DEFINE THE TILLAGE I}IPLEMENT''
123 IoCÀTE 21 ,3 r pRrNT

''NOTE! THE MEÀN RESULTANT FoRcE AND
THE MEÀN RESULTANT POSITION VECTORS MUST BE''

124 LoCÀTE 22,9:pRrNT
"KNoWN ÀS WELL ÀS THE EQUÀTION FOR THE TrLLÀcE TMPLEMENT FOR PROGRAM f4,"125 rocATE 19,103PRrNT "6) OUrT

130 LoCÀTE 25,10:COLOR 0,7:pRrNT,'SELECT DESTRED PROGRÀM";
:C0L0R 7,0:INPUT pRcg

140 IF PRG$="" THEN BEEP:GOTO 130
'f 50 IF VÀL(PRG$)>6 THEN BEEP:
LoCÀTE 25,10:
PRINT " ":60T0 130160 IF VÀL(PRG$)<1 THEN BEEP:GOTO 130
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170 ]F VÀt(PRG$I=1 tHeH cHÀIN t,DATÀco''
180 IF vÀL(PRG$)=2 r¡rnH cH¡rH "noncnl¡"
181 IF vAt(PRG$)=3 rHsH CHÀIN "FoRcETRc',
190 IF VAL(PRG$)=4 THEH CHAIN "WRENCH"
2OO IF VAL(PRG$)=5 THEN CHÀIN ''INT1''
210 iF vÀr(PRc$)=5 THEI¡ GOTO 1000
1000 CLS:LOCATE 10r20rpRINT "ENDINc SESSTON"
2OOO END



Àppendix D

DÀTÀ ACQUISTTION PROGRÀM FOR DYNAMO}4ETER



'1 01

1 REM *DATÀ ÀCQUSITION PROGRÀM*
10 OPTION BASE 1

20 DrM AvP(5,40)
30 DrM vÀug(6,20)
40 Dru vÀu(6,20)
50 DiM vÀrug(120)
60 DrM Àvz(5)
70 KEY OFF
80 crs
90 LoCÀTE 2,5|PRINT

"DÀTA ÀCOUSITION PROGRÀM FOR SIX TRANSDUCER FORCE DYNÀMOMETER''
100 LoCÀTE 3,53pRrNT
tr************************************************************ 

"110 rocÀTE 5,15:pRrNT "1) STÀRT TEST (SKrps DTRECTToNS),,
120 LoCÀTE 7,15:pRrNT"2) OPERATIONAL DTRECTTONS"
130 LoCATE 25,20
140 PRINT ''INPUT DESIRED OPTION''
150 s$=¡¡¡sYgrIF s9="'' GOro 150
150 NUM=vAr(s$)
170 IF NUM=1 OR NLJL!= 2 THEN GOTO f80 ErSE 110
180 IF Nul4=1 GOTO 500
190 crs
200 LoCÀTE 5, I0TPRINT"PROGRAM IMFORMÀTION"
210 LoCATE 10¡20:pRINT
'ITHIS PROGRÀM TÀKES 4OO READINGS OF THE S]X TRÀNSDUCER DYNÀMOMETER'I
220 LOCÀTE 11,20!pRINT
''OVER À PERIOD OF EIGHT SECONDS AND STORES THE DÀTÀ ON DISK DRIVE 8,,
230 LOCÀTE 12,20:pRINT
''THIS DÀTÀ ]S STORED IN SIX RECORDS OF 4OO REÀÐINGS BY TRÀNSDUCER NIJI,IBER'240 LOCÀTE 25,10:pRrNT "rNpur (c) To coNTrNUE"
250 S$=INKEY$:IF S$<>"C" GOTO 250
250 cLS
270 TOCATE 10,20:PRINT',pROcRÀu STEPS"
280 LOCÀTE 12,2o:pRrNT 'f) TEST SCÀN
290 PRrNr #1,"$À0 1ÀA (20,20)
300 TOCATE 14,20:pRrNT "3) LOÀDED DÀTÀ ACOUSTOTION,'
310 LoCÀTE 15,20:pRrNT "4) STÀRT TEST"
320 LOCATE 25,20rPRINT '.INPUT DESIRED oprloN FoR MORE IMFORMATION"
330 O9=¡¡¡¡syg:IF O$=¡ THEN GOTO 330
340 cls
350 o=vAr(0$)
360 0N 0 coTo 370,410,450,500
370 LOCÀTE 10,20:pRINT
''THE TEST SCÀN MONITORS THE S]X CHANNÀLES TO TEST FOR CORRECT OPERÀTION''
380 tocÀTE 25,10:pRrNT "PRESS (C) TO CONTTNUE"
390 Cç=¡¡¡¡Y9:iF ca="'' GOro 390
400 coTo 260
410 LoCÀTE 10,20:PRTNT
''THE UNLOADED DÀTÀ ÀCOUISITON GIVES US
THE UNLOÀDED REÀDINGS FOR THE SIX TRANSDUCERS ''
420 LoCÀTE 25,10:pRINT "PRESS (C) TO CONTTNUE',
430 CA=1¡6sYg:IF Cg=tt't GOTO 430
440 c0r0 260
450 LoCÀTE 10,20rpRrNT
''THE IOÀDED DATA ÀCOUSITON TÀKES
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4OO SCANS OF THE SIX TRÀNSDUCERS"
460 LoCATE 25,10rpRINT "PRESS (C) TO CONTINUE"
470 Cç=¡¡¡¡PYç:IF C$='''' GoTO 470
480 coTo 260
490 LoCÀTE 25,10:pRrNT "PRESS (C) TO CONTTNUE"
500 DrM vÀ(2400)
510 DrM vÀ$(400)
520 DrM vAD(6,400)
530 crs
540 PLÀY "C10015"
550 tocATE 13,25
560 PRINT rr****************************rl
570 tOcÀTE 14,25
580 PRINT "** PRESS (C) TO CONTINUE *,r"
590 rocATE 15,25
500 PRINT rr****************************
610 C5=¡¡¡1svç:IF Gg<>"C" .OTO 610
520 REM********************************************************************
630 REM PROGRÀM FOR DÀTÀ ÀCOUISITION OF 3 DIMENSIONAL SIX TRANCDUCER SYSTEM640 REM********************************************************************
650 REM

5 60 REM* * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * ìr* * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * rr * * * *
670 REM SETTING UP COMMUNICATION BETI,ÍEEN TÀURUS ONE ÀND CORONA**
680 REM**********************************************ir***********
690 CLS:OPEN "COM1 :9600,E,7,1,RS,CS,0S" ÀS #1
700 PRrNr #1,"$À0 0 uc cA (18 10)"
710 LINE INPUT #1,8$
720 REM*********rt*************x**********************************
730 REM** SETTING UP SCAN TÀBLE FOR 6 FULL BRIDGE TRÀNCDUCERS *
740 REM****************************************x*****x********x**
750 PRINT #1,',$A0 1 AS CL (0,192,6)
760 REM********************x*************************************
770 REM*STÀTMENTS GET RETURN I,IESSAGE FROM TAURUS ÀND CHECK ERROR780 REM*****************************************x****************
790 INPUT #1,89
800 INPUT #1,E$
!]0 tr eg="E" THEN rNpUT #1,89: pRrNT "ERROR ";BgIGOTO 2980
820 REM***x************************************ir****************
830 REM'**INITIÀL SCÀN OF SIX CHÀNNELS PRINTS FOR ERROR CHECK *
840 REM*********************************************************
850 LoCÀTE 25,20
860 PRrNr "(Q)ulr"
870 LoCATE 12,20
880 pRINT rr***************************************************!,
890 rocATE 13,20
900 PRINT "* PRESS Q TO OUIT TNITIÀL SCÀN OF SIX CHÀNNELS *',
910 LOCÀTE 14,20
920 PRINT'r***************************************************,t
930 LOCÀTE 14, 20!PRINT"*************************x*************t,
940 PRiNr #1,"$À0 1ÀÀ (1,0)"
950 LrNE INPUT #1,89
960 rrNE INPUT #1,B$
970 PRINT B$
980 REM *PRI NT
990 FOR CHÀN=1 TO 6
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1000 PRrNr #1,,'$A0 1ÀR (1)"
1010 rNPUT #',l ,Bg
1O2O INPUT f1,R$
1O3O INPUT #1 ,E$
]949 IF E$=''E'' THEN PRINT'' ERRoR FoUND'' ;R$!GoTo 2980
1050 RE=vÀt(R$)
1060 PRINT REi" "i
1O7O NEXT CHÀN
1080 gg=¡¡¡¡sYg
1090 IF Q$="Q" THEN coTO l110
1100 c0T0 940
1110 PRINTTPRINT
1120 PLÀY "C10812u
1 130 crs
'1 

1 4 0 REM* * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** rr * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * ** * * * * ** * * * * *
]]!! nnu** AcQ STRATN DÀTA FOR UNLOADED CONDTTTON rNro TÀURUS UNrr'1 151 REl,t**********************************************************
1150 LoCATE 12,20
1170 pRINT r'*********************************************,1
1 180 LoCATE 14,20
1 190 PRINT r'*******,r***ir*********************************tì
1200 LOcÀrE 13,20
1 2 1 0 REM****************************************x******************
1220 INPUT "TEST DESIGNÀTION = FILENÀME FoR DÀTA sroRÀcE"iFg:F$="8. "+F$1230 crs
1240 PLÀY
1250 LOCATE f 2,20!pRINT"*************************xir************,1
1260 LOCÀTE 13,20lpRrNT",r pREss (u) To TAKE UNLoADED READTNGS *"
1270 LoCÀTE 14,20¡pRINT"********************iiii***************rl
1280 C$=lHxnyg:IF Gg<>',U" THEN .OTO 1280
1290 PRrNr #1, "$A0 1 ÀA (20,20)
13OO LINE INPUT #1,8$
1310 LrNE INPUT #1,8$
1320 PRINT B#
1 330 REM********************************ir*********************
1340 REM** TRANSFER DÀTÀ FROM TÀURUS TO CORONA *
'1 341 REM** ÀND PLACES ON DISK TN À FILE T
1350 REM'I* CALLED '' UNLoÀDED$ '' . THE DATÀ Is UNDER *,1351 

REM** THE TEST DESIGNATION TITLE *
1360 REM** . *
1370 REM****************************************x*************
1380 UNLoÀDED$=F$ + ',U"
1390 oPEN "R" , #2,UNLOÀDED$,240
1400 B=0
1410 FOR x=1 T0 120

1!?0- FrELD #2,B ÀS TRASH$,2 ÀS vArug(x)1430 3=!+2
1440 NEXT X
1450 FOR SCAN= '1 TO 20
1460 FOR TRAN=1 TO 6
1470 PRINT #1, "$À0 1 ÀR (1)'
1480 INPUT #1,8$
1490 INPUT #1,R$
15OO INPUT #1 ,E$1510 IF E$="E" THEN PRINT "ERROR FOUND" ;Rg:cOTo 2980
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1520 vAU(TRÀN,SCÀN)=vÀr(R$)
1530 NEXT TRÀN
1540 NEXT SCAN
'1550 FOR TRÀN=1 TO 5
1560 COUNT=01570 Àz=01580 FoR SCÀN=1 rO 20
1s90
1500

C0UNT=C0UNT+ 1

ÀZ =vÀU (TRÀN , SCÀN ) +Àz

IF 8=250 AND C=250 AND D<250 THEN D=D+2
G0r0 2000

IF 8=250 ÀND C=250 AND D= 250 AND E<250
FIELÐ #2

]9]q tsET vÀtug(couNT)=MKI$(vÀu(rRÀN,scÀN))
1620 NEXT SCÀN
1630 AVZ (TRAN ) =AZ/201640 PUT #2,TRAN
1 650 NEXT TRÀN
1660 crosE #2
1 670 REM***********************************************
'l !!0 nnu'.* ACQ DÀTÀ FOR TAURUS FOR LOADED CONDTTTON. *
1681 REM* TÀKES 4OO READINGS OF THE *
'1 690 REM** SiX TRÀNSDUCERS W¡TH A DELÀY OF À *
1691 REM** LENGTH OF 2OUSEC BETWEEN REÀDINGS *
1 700 REM******************************************rr****
1710 cls
1720 PrAy "c10B12c10"
1730 LoCÀTE f3,1
1740 PRiNTrr*****************************tr****************r******************r,
1750 PRINT
.''t*PREss ÀNY KEY To srART coLLEcrIoN oF DÀTA FoR LOÀDED coNDITIoN**"
1750 PRINT
rr******************************************************************rl

1770 A$= INKEY$:IF À$="" THEN GOTO 1770
1780 crs
1790 prAy "ItB c20p1p1c20p1p2op1c2op2p20 00c104"
1800 oPEN "R",#2,F$,8021810 B=0
1820 C=0
1830 D=0
1840 E=0
1850 crs
1860 rocÀrE 12,35
1870 PRINT rt****x********x***rl
1880 rocATE 13,35
1890 PRINT ''* FIELDING DISK *''
1900 rocÀTE 14,35
1910 PRINT rì*****************rl
1920 FOR Ntt'!='l T0 400

IF 8<250 THEN B=B+2 ELSE GOTO 1950
G0r0 2000

rF 8=250 AND C<250 rrt¡ g=c+2 ELSE GOTO 1970
G0T0 2000

1930
1940
1950
1960
197 0
1980
1 990
2000

ErsE c0T0 1990

,rp¡ ¡=E+2

,B ÀS TRÀSH1$,C ÀS TRASH2$,D AS TRÀSH3$,E ÀS TRÀSH $,2 ÀS VÀ$(NU}r)
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2O1O NEXT NIJM
2020 REM*******************************x*************************
2O3O REM ANÀLOG ÀOUISITIoN NoI{ TÀKES PLACE 4OO READINGS I.II TH *
203,1 REM À 2OMSEC DELÀY *
2040 REM*********************************************************
2050 REM NOTE¡RECORD LENGTH IS 800 WITH RECORD NUMBERED By TRAN*rr
2 050 REÌ'l * * * ** * ** * * ** * * * * * * rr * * * * * * * rr * * * ** * * ** * *x x * * * ** * ** * *** * * * *
2070 cLs
2080 rocArE ',1 1,20
2090 pRINT rr************************************************rl
2100 LoCÀTE 12,20
f1]0 eniur "** PRESS (S) TO STÀRT TEST AT DESTRED pOrNT **rr
2120 rocÀTE 13,20
2130 PR]NT ''** THIS TAKES 4OO REÀDINGS OF 5 CHÀNNELS WITH **,'
2140 LoCÀTE 14,20
2150 PRINT I'** À 2OMS DELAY BETWEEN SCÀNS **II
2160 LoCÀTE 15,20
2170 PRINT rr************************************************,t
2180 LoCÀTE 25,20
2190 PRINT ''(S)TÀRT''
2200 PrÀY "C24D24"
2210 C$=iHnnyg:IF Cg<>"S" THEN GOTO 2210
2220 REI'I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * ** * * ** * * * * ** * * *
2230 REM ** THE NEXT STÀTMENT PERFORMS THE ÀNÀLOG ÀCOUISITIOIN **
2240 REM *********************************************************
2250 CLS !PLAY "C24Ð24"
2260 LoCÀTE 12, 20!pRINT"***************************************rr
22'10 LOCATE 13,20:pRINT"r.* PERFORMINc ÀNÀtOc ACOUISITION **r,
2280 LOCATE 14, 203pRINT"***************************************'l
2290 PRrNr f1,"$À0 1 ÀÀ (400,20)"
2300 LINE INPUT #1,B9
2310 LINE INPUT #1,8$
2320 CtSsPRINT Bg
2330 cls
2340 COUNT=0
2350 cLs
2360 PLÀY ,C24D24"
2370 LoCATE 12,203pRINT"****************x***********************x*****rl
2380 LOCÀTE 13'20!PRINT"*NOW rRÀNsFERINc DATÀ FROM TÀuRUs 'l To coRoNA*"2390 LocÀTE'14,20:pRINT"**********************************************rl
2400 LoCÀTE 25,20!pRrNT ',TO CHECK STATUS OF TRANSFER PRESS (S),,
2410 FoR LOOP=1 r0 1502420 PRrNr #1,"9À0 1ÀR (16)"
2430 rNPUT #1,8g2440 FOR I=1 TO 15
2450
2460

g6g¡1'=ç69¡1+ 
1

TNPUT #1,R$2470 vÀ(CouNr)=vÀr(R$)
2480 NEXT I
?!20^ Q$=INKEv$:IF Q$=',s" THEN pRrNr "CouNr=";couNr25OO INPUT #'1 ,E$2510 IF Eg="g" THEN pRrNT "ERROR',360T0 2980
2520 NEXT LOOP
2530 PrÀY
2540 cLS
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2550 IoCÀTE 12,20:PRINT"********************************************r'
2560 tocÀTE 13,20!pRINT"x* pLÀcINc DÀTÀ IN ÀN ÀRRÀy VÀM(6,400) **"
2570 IoCÀTE 14r20tPRINT"*x******************************************rr
2580 LoCÀTE 25,20!pRrNT "PRESS (S) FOR STATUS"
2590 PLAY ',C24D24"
2600 CoUNT=O
2610 FOR SCÀN=1 TO 400
2620 FOR TRÀNS=1 TO 6
2630 COUNT= 1 +COUNT
2640 vÀD (TRANS, SCAN )=VA (COUNT )2650 NEXT TRANS

?96_9 C$=INKEY$:IF c$="s" THEN PRINT "couNr=";couNr
2670 NEXT SCAN
2580 cLS
2690 LoCÀTE 12,20:PRINT"***************************x********************r'
2700 LoCÀTE 13,2o!pRINT"r,* PLACING DÀTA ON DISK IN 6 RECORDS OF 400 **',
2710 tocATE 14,20:pRrNT"x* Tt,lO BYTE NLJMBERS(6 TRÀNS, 400 SCÁNS] **
2720 LOCAIE 15r203PRINTt'************************************************rl
2730 LOCÀTE 25,20!pRrNT"PRESS (S) FOR STÀTUS"
2140 PL y "C24D24"
2750 COUNT=O
2750 FOR TRÀNS=1 T0 5
2'l'10 FOR SCAN='I TO 400
27 80
2790

LSET VÀ$ ( SCÀN) =MKI $ (VÀD(TRÀNS, SCÀN ) )
C0UNl=COUNT+ 1

28OO NEXT SCÀN

?919 Q$=INKEY$:IFO$="s"THENpRrNr',couNr=";couNr2820 PUT #2,TRANS
2830 NEXT TRÀNS
2840 closE #2
284,1 REM STOP
2850 crs
2860 PLÀY"C24024"
2870 LoCÀTE 10,25:pRrNT "1) pRrNT DÀTA COLLECTED ON SCREEN"
2890 LOCÀTE 11,25:PRINT ''2) PRINT THREE DIMENSIONÀL FORCES"
2900 LoCATE 12,25rpRrNT "3) QUrT',
2910 LoCÀTE 25,20rPRINT "rNpUT DESTRED FUNCTTON"
2920 O$=iHxsy$:IF 0$=""THEN GOTO 2920
2930 Nr.JM=vÀr (0$ )
2940 IF NUIII>3 c0T0 2850
2950 IF NUM=0 G0T0 2850
3000 0N NrJÌ.r c0r0 4000,5000,6000,7000
4000 CHAiN "À!PRPRIN1" fÀLL
4500 c0T0 2850
5000 CHÀIN "À:FORC32",ALL
5500 c0T0 2850
6000 PRINT rr**************!*END************r'iEND
7000 PRINT rì***************END************r'!END



Àppendix E

FORCE ÀND MOMENT ANALYSIS PROGRÀMS
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1 REM *FORCE ANÀLYSIS PRoGRÀM*
10 NUM=40
20 DiM rRÀV(40,6)rDIM RE$(20)
3O DIM FXSZ (NIJH) :DIM FYSZ (NUM) rDIM FZSZ (NU}r) :
DIM ÐISZ (NI'M) :DII,I MYSZ (NI'I,I) !DIM MZSZ (NIjI,I )
40 Dru vAg(400)
41 REM ********************************x**************
50 REM * PROGRÀM TO CÀtCULATE THE FORCES ÀND }IOMENTS*
51 REM * IN THREE DIMENSIONS *
60 REM * FOR À TRIÀL OF 4OO REÀDINGS FROM THE *
6,1 REM * SIX TRÀNSDUCER T'ORCE *
70 REM * DYNÀMOMETER *
80 REM *****************************************r*x***
100 DrM Àv10(6,40)
101 Dru vÀrug(120)
102 DrM vÀu(6,20)
103 DrM vÀD(6,400)
104 DrM vÀDg(6,400)
1 10 cLs
1 20 LOCÀTE 1 0, 1 0:
PRINT ''PROGRÀM TO CÀLCULÀTE THE RESULTÀNT FORCE ÀND MOMENT''
130 rOcÀTE 1 ',l , 10:
PRINT I'IN THREE DIT,'ENSI ONS USING THE MÀTRIX METHOD OF FORCE''
140 LoCÀTE 14,10:
PRINT IITHE RESULTS ARE STORED ON DISK IN A SEOUENTIÀL FILE''
1 50 LoCÀTE 1 5, ',l 0:
PRINT "SU]TÀBLE FOR USE WITH LOTUS '123 OR MICROCOM"
160 tocÀTE 20,10:pRINT ,'PRESS 

RETURN TO CONTINUE";
170 rNPUr Cg
180 cosuB 1750
230 cls
23.I REM
240 LOGÀTE 10, 10:
INPUT "TEsr DESIGNÀTI0N = FILENAME oF sroRED DATA ";FgrSg=Fg:Fg="A:',+Fg241 LoCÀTE 23,203pRINT SpÀCEg(20)
250 FÀN$= "À: "+"L"+S$+". pRN"
251 UNLoÀDED$=Fg + t'u',

252 LoCÀTE 12, 10: pRrNT
253 0N ERROR c0T0 2000
254 NÀME UNIoÀDED$ ÀS "ErJUNK11',
256 ON ERROR GOTO O

260 LoCATE 12, 16:
PR]NT ''RÀW DATÀ FILE = ''iF$i'' DRIVE A:
270 LoCÀTE 13,10:
PRINT ''ZERO tOÀD DÀTÀ FILE = '';UNLoÀDED$; ''
290 LOCÀTE ',1 4 , 14 :

INPUT FILEI'

DRIVE A: INPUT FI LEI'

PRINT 'IFoRcE DÀTÀ FItE = '';FÀN$i '' DRIVE À: oUTPUT FILE,,
300 L0cÀT8 18,10:pRrNT "ARE FILE NAMES OK y/N",3rNpuT 

Qg310 IF 0$="" THEN BEEp:cOTo 300
320 Ir gE="¡¡" 1HEN cgro 230
330 tr gE="Y" THEN cgro 350
340 BEEP:c0T0 300
350 REM

355 oPEN "R",#2,UNLOÀDED$,240
360 B=0
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370 cts:LoCÀTE ',l0,10tpRINT ,'RETRIEVINc 
RÀW DÀTA"

380 FoR x=1 r0 120
390 FrELD #2,8 AS TRÀSH$,2 ÀS VArU$(X)400 B=B+2
410 NEXT X
420 FOR TRÀN=1 TO 6
430 GET #2,TRÀN
440 CoUNT=0
450 FOR SCÀN=I TO 20
460 c0uNT=c0uNT+1

!70 vÀu(TRAN, SCAN)=Cvr (vÀru$ (couNT) )480 NEXT SCAN
490 LoCÀTE 12,10:pRrNT ,'FOR ZERO LOÀD CONDITTON"
500 LoCÀTE '12,35:PRINT 

"TRÀNSDUCER #"'TRAN
510 NEXT TRÀN
520 crosE #2
530 FOR TRÀN=1 T0 6540 Àz=0
550 FOR SCAN=1 TO 20560 Àz=Az +vÀu ( TRÀN, SCAN )570 NEXT SCAN
580 AVU(rRÀN)=Àz/20
590 NEXT TRÀN
5OO REM ** LOOP TO GET TEST DÀTÀ**
610 LOCATE 12,'1 0:pRrNT ,, ,,

520 LOCATE 10,10:pRINT
530 LOCÀTE 10,10:PRINT I'RETR]EVING 

RÀW DÀTÀ FOR TEST CONDITION,,
640 oPEN "R", #2, F$,802
550 B=0
660 c=0
670 D=0
680 E=0
690 FOR NIJM= 1 TO 4t)O

IF 8<250 THEN B=B+2 ELSE GOTO 720
GOTo 770

IF 8=250 ÀND C<250 THEN C=C+2 ELSE GOTO 740
G0T0 770

IF 8=250 ÀND C=250 AND D<250 THEN D=D+2 ELSE GOTO ?60
G0T0 770

IF 8=250 AND C=250 AND D= 250 AND E<250 THEN E=E+2
FTETD #2

_..,8 AS TRÀSH1$,C ÀS TRÀSH2$,0 ÀS TRÀSH3$,8 ÀS TRÀSH4$,2 ÀS VÀ$(NUM)780 NEXT NIJM
790 Nuq=40
800 FOR TRAN=1 TO 6
810 GET f2,TRÀN
820 FOR SCÀN=1 To 400

vAD ( TRÀN, SCAN )=CVr (vÀ$ (scAN ) )
NEXT SCÀN

700
?10
720
730
740
750
?60
770

830
840
850 IoCÀTE 12,10:PRINT
860 LoCÀTE 12,33!pRrNT
870 NEXT TRÀN
880 cLosE #2
I90 coro 9'1 0

''FOR DATA FI LE= '' iF$
''TRÀNSDUCER #'' i TRAN

9OO REM **CÀLCULATING THE AVERÀGE TRÀNSDUCER OUTPUTS FOR 'I O REÀDINGS **
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910 REM **CÀLCULÀTING THE ÀVERAGE TRANSDUCER OUTPUTS FOR 10 READINGS *,t
920 CLS:LoCÀTE 10,10rpRrNT "CÀLCUrÀTING "t
930 FOR TRÀN=1 TO 6
940 COUNT=o
950 FOR SCÀN=1 To 40
960 ÀvDÀT=0
970 FOR NRED=1 T0 10

9qO AVDÀT=ÀVDAT+VAD(TRÀN,COUNT)
990 COUNT=COUNT+ 1
.f OOO NEXT NRED

]919 Av10(rRÀN,scAN)=AVDÀT/1 o
1 020 PRrNT ". ";1O3O NEXT SCAN
1 O4O NEXT TRÀN
1O5O REM **LOOP To PRINT AVERAGES FoR TRIÀL*ik
1060 FOR rRÀN=1 TO 6'1070 FOR SCAN=1 TO 40

]999 rRÀv(scÀN,rRÀN)=Av10(TRAN,scÀN)
1O9O NEXT SCÀN
1100 pRINT "."i
1110 NEXT TRAN
1 120 crs
1130 REM ** CÀLCULÀTING THE ÀVERAGE FORCE OVER TEN REÀDINGS FOR 4OO ***1140 REM ** FROM A TRTÀL USING THE MÀTRIX MEiHOD #3 ***
1150 REM **************************************************************
1160 LoCÀTE 1,1:pRINT
"FORCE ÀNÀLYSIS BY MATRTX METHOD
INTERCEPT FOR REGRESSIONS FORCED THROUGH"
1170 LoCATE 2,1:pRrNT
"ZERO. SIGNIFICANT VALUES FROM REGRESSIONS USED ONLY',
1180 LoCATE 3,1:pRrNT
|'FoRCE X(I). ";"FORCE y(J) "t"FORCE Z(K) " I "r,rol,r¡nr x(r) ,,

; "MoMENT Y(J) ', i "MOMENT z(K)"
'1 190 PLACE=3
1200 FOR INC='I TO NUU
1201 Fxsz (rNc )=1 .4488*rR¡y(r Nc,1 )-.0439*rRÀv(rNc,2 )-.04374*TRAV( r NC,3 )+.005'12*rRÀv(rNC,4)+.004559,rTRAV(rNC,5)+.OOSiei*in¡v(lNð,6)--''-'-.-',
1220 Fysz(rNc)=.0t9ee6rRÀv(rnc,l)-.oilsrn¡v(¡¡lð,ãlï.òìöiiõå-rn¡v(iNc,3)
+.8 5248*TRAV (r Nc,4 )+,853177*TRAV(r Nc,5 )+. g¿ ì 1Biín¡v( lHc, S )
1 230 Fzsz ( rNc ) =. 0t 1 826*rfly( +. Bs90s*iRÀv( ¡Hc, z ) i. esB¿9aiiR¡vt ¡Nc, ¡ )-. 00 1 69*rRÀv( rNc, 4 ) +9. 22400 1 E_03*rRÀv( rNc, s i l. óo¡s*rnÀv( iñð; à 

j' -' -'
1240 Mxsz(rNc)=-.0002*rRÀv!rNc,1)-.00273*in¡viiñð,ziìlòòz'eiáión¡vtrHc,¡l
-. 2 61 7 6*TRÀv ( lNC,4 )+. 042012*TRÀV( rNC,5 )+. O¿ t¿6g*rnev(lNc,6 )1250 Mysz(rNc)=-.00973*rRÀv(¡r¡c,1)-.ä¿se7*rRAvirNc;2iilãáãest*rn¡v(rNc,3)
-.00178*TRÀv(rNc,4)-.00488*rn¡v(rHc,s)_.oolrs-iñivliñc;ãi--- ¡"'¡'\¡¡'!v,!
1250 Mzsz(rNc)=-.00426*rlÀv(iNc,j)-.ooz*rn¡vilñc,zii'.ó'ozitz-rRÀv(rNc,3)
-. 1 6028*TRÀv( r Nc, 4') +, 242948*TRAV( r Nc, s ) _. z¡saiiR¡v ( i Hc, s )1270 IF INC>20 THEN prÀCE=-17
1 280 LOCATE PLÀCE+INc,1:
PRINT ''
1300 IoCÀTE PLACE+INC,1!pRINT USTNG"######,#,,
. ¡FXSZ ( rNC ) ; FySz ( rNc ) ; Fzsz ( rNc ) ;Mxsz ( rNc ) iMysz ( rNc ) iMzsz ( rNc)
1310 NEXT INC
1320 TOCATE 24,1oIPRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'r;:INpUT Cg'1330 FoR r=1 r0 6!Srxq(r )=0:NExr
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1340 crs
1350 FOR INC=1 TO NUM
1 360 Srru( 1 )=FxSz ( rNC)+SUM( 1 )
1370 suM( 2 )=Fysz ( rNc )+suM ( 2 )
1380 srJM (3 ) =Fz sz (r NC ) +suM (3 )
1390 SIJM ( 4 )=l,Hsz ( r Nc )+SnM (4 )
1 a00 srjl,r( 5 ) =Mysz ( rNc ) +suM( y)
1a 10 stJM( 5 )=Mzsz (r NC )+suM (6 )
1420 NEXT TNC
1430 FOR I=1 TO 6
1440 suMl¡ ¡=suM(r )/a0
14 50 NEXT I
1460 LOCÀTE 5,'1 :pRiNT
''FORCE ÀNALYSIS BY MÀTRIX METHOD INTERCEPT
FOR REGRESSIONS FORCED THROUGH ZERO.''
1470 LoCÀTE 6,8¡PRINT " sicNIFICANT vÀLUEs FRoM REGREssIoNs usED oNty',1490 LoCÀTE 10,1!
PRINT''F0RCE,x(I) ";"FORCE y(J) "; "FORCE Z(K) ";''MOMENT X(I ) ''; ''MO}IENT Y(J) '',"MOMENT i(K)"1500 LOCÀTE 11,1:
PRINr uslNG"#####f.# ..";srJM(1);su¡a(2);srJr'{(3);srJM(a);suu(s);srn{(5)1s10 LocÀrE 1s,10!pRrNr "sEND MEAN uer¡ úo pÀiñi;ñ'iiñr:;Tñ;úó-oi'"'
1520 lF 0$="" THEN BEEpscOTO 1510
1530 IF Q$="N" THEN 3SOTO 1500
1540 IF Q$="Y" THEN 

'60T0 
1560

1550 BEEP:GOTO 1510
1560 LPRINT " ¡ORCE ÀNÀLySrS METHOD #3,"1561 LPRI NT
'' I'IÀTRIX I,¡I TH INTERCEPT FOR REGRESSIONS FORCED THROUGH ZERO.''1570 LPRINT NLY SIGNIFICAHT V¡iUÈ! FROM REGRESSIONS USED ,,

1571 LPRI NT
1580 LPRiNT
'r MEÀN VÀLUES FoR THE RESULTÀNT FoRcE ÀND MOMENT vEcroRs":tpRINT1581 LPRTNT " TRrAL = "tF$
1590 LPRINT"FORCE x(I) , l;'ìronCe y(,j). ',;"FORCE Z(K) ,,;
"Mo!!ENT x(l) ";"MOMENT y(J) " r "MOMENT z(K)" ' -

1595 LPRTNT USrNc"###f#f. # ";
Srr.d ( 1 ) ; suM ( 2 ) i srju ( 3 ) ; suM( a ) ; suM ( å ) ; sr¡u ( 5 )'I596 LPRI NT

1 600 oPEN "R", f 2, FANJ, 49-
16'fO FIELD #2
,8 ÀS REg(1),8 AS RE$(2),8 AS RE$(3)

.,8^Às RE$(4),8 Às RE$(5),8 Às RE$(6),.1 AS REr$
1620 FOR INC = 1 TO NUM
1630 ISET REg(1)=srR$(Fxsz(rNC))
1640 LsErREg(2)=STR$(FySz(rNc))16s0 tsErREg(3)=srR$(Fzsz(rNc))1660 LSETREg(4)=SrR$(Mxsz(rNC))
1670 LSETREg(5)=STR$(MySZ(rNC))
1680 tsErRE$(5)=srR$(Mzsz(rNc))
1690 tSEr RErg=Çltpg ( lI )17OO PUT #2,INC
1710 NEXT INC
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1720 cLosg #2
1730 c0T0 180
1740 END
1750 ñÈM suBRourrNE MENU
1760 crs
1 770 LOcATE 1 0, 1 0 r
PRINT ''1) C¡ICUI,¡TE THREE DIMENS]ONÀL FORCES
1 780 LoCÀTE 1 2, 1 0:
PRINT "2) RETURN TO MÀIN MENU
1781 IoCATE 13,10:COLOR 1S,0:
PRINT ''PLÀCE DATA DIsK IN DRIVE À: '':coloR 7,0
1790 LOCÀTE 15,15:pRrNT "rNPUT SELECTTOI,l;; '-
1800 INPUT Q$:rr gE="" THEN BEEP:GOTO 1?9¿)
1810 rF vAr(0$)>2 THEN BEEP:GOTO f?90
1820 IF VÀt(Qg)<l THEN BEEP:GOTO ,1 

790
1830 IF vAL(O$)=,1 THEN RETURN
1840 LoCÀTE 13,20:COLOR 31,0:
PRINT "LoADING ì.,fAI N MENU,':COLOR 7,0
lqll rF vÀr(Q$)=2 THEN CHÀiN"MMENU",70
19OO END
2OOO REM ERROR
2001 IF ERR=53 THEN BEEP:BEEP!BEEPt
CLS:IoCÀTE 23,201C0t0R 15,0

:PRINT "FILE NoT F'OUND', :COLOR 7,0!RESLTME 240
2002 IF ERR=74 THEN RESUÌ.íE NEXT
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1 REM *WRENCH DETERMINÀTION PROGRÀM*
10 DEFDBL R
20 Nt l'l=40
30 DrM rRÀv(40,6),RE$(30),REN$(30),RE(30)
40 Dil,t FXSz(NUlr) ,Fysz(NUM),Fzsz(NtlM),MXSz(NrJtr),Mysz(NuM),MzSz(Nr,JÌ.f )s0 DrM Mpxsz(NUM) ¡Mpysz(NUM) ,Mpzsz(NuM),¡¡cxsziñuri,¡rði's;tüuui;üð;iz(r¡u¡r)
60 DrM xsz (NUM ) , ysz (Nrju) ,zsz(ru¡l)
70 REM *****rr**********************x***********************************
80 REM PROG WRENCH CALCUTÀT]ON
90 DrM Àv10(5,40)
100 cosuB 2080
f10 cLs
120 LOCÀTE 10,10:INpUT ',TEST DESIGNÀTION = FILENÀME FOR DÀTA ,,;Fg:S$=F$
121 LoCÀTE 23,20:pRiNT SPÀCE$(23)
1 30 weHç="¡¡¡W"+sg+".p¡¡"
140 FÀN$ = "À: "+"L"+55+". p¡t"
141 0N ERROR GOTO 9000
142 NÀME FÀN$ Às "E:JUNK11"
143 ON ERROR GOTO O

150 LoCÀTE 12, 1 3: pRINT
"DÀTÀ FILE NÀME = L+FILENAME = ";FANgi', INPUT FILE"
160 LoCATE 13 , 10: pRrNT
''WRENCH FILE NÀME = LW+FILENAME = '';WÀN$, '' OUTPUT FILE.
170 LocÀrE 15,103pRrNr "DArÀ FILE H¡rquS cónneõi i/H;;lixpur oç180 Ir Pg="" THEN BEEp:coTo 170
190 IF 0$='N.' THEN BEE'IGOTO 220
200 tr gg="y" THEN GoTo 270
210 BEEPIGOTO 170
220 LOCÀTE 12, 10 r
PRI NT ''
230 LoCÀTE 13,10:
PRINT"
240 LOCATE 15, 10:
PRINT''
250 c0T0 120
260 BEEP:GoTo 170
270 oPEN "R",#2,FÀN$,49
?89^ IlI ,#?,g-As RE$f 1),8 Às RE$(2),8 Às REg(3),
ö^Às-REg(4),8 ÀS RES(5),8 Às RES(6),1 Às REr$
290 CLSTLOCÀTE 10, l0rpRINT.'RETRIEVING 

RESULTÀNT FORCE ÀND MOMENT DÀTÀ''
300 FXITIEAN= 0 : FYMEAN= 0 : FZMEÀN= 0
310 MXMEAN=O : MYMEÀN=O sMZMEAN=O
3 20 FOR I NC = '1 TO Nu,t
330 LoCÀTE 10,55!pRrNT "NUMBER "iINC340 cET #2,iNc3s0 Fxsz (iNc )=vÀr (RE$ ( 1 ) )360 FXtlEAN=vÀr(REg(1))+rxue¡H370 FYsz (rNc )=vAL (nn$ ( z ) )380 FYMEAN=VAt (RE$ ( 2 ) )+FYMEÀN390 Fzsz (rNc )=vÀr (RE$ ( 3 ))400 FZMEAN=vÀr(REg(3))+rz}:eeN
4'1 0 MXSz (r NC )=vAr (ne$ ( ¿ ) )420 MXMEÀN=VÀt ( RE$ (4 ) )+MX¡{EÀN430 Mysz(rNc)=vÀr(RE$(S) )
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440 MYMEAN=VÀL (RE$ (5 ) )+MYMEAN4s0 Mzsz(rNc)=vÀL(RE$(5))
4 60 Mzl,tEÀN=vÀL ( RE$ ( 6 ) ) +r'lZMe¡H
470 NEXT INC
4 8 O FXMEAN=FXMEAN/NI'}I
4 90 FYMEÀN=FYMEÀN7NI,JM
50O FZMEAN=FZMEÀN/NIJ},í
5 1 0 ¡.{xt"tEÀN=t'txuEAN/NrI,{
520 MYMEÀN=MYMEÀN7NUM
530 MZMEAN=MZMEANTNuM
540 crosE #2
550 CLS:LoCÀTE 10, l0rpRINT
551 REM ***************rr***************************
550 REM WRENCH PROGRA}' CÀLCUTATION OF WRENCH VECTOR
561 REM (I'IOUNHT ANÐ FORCE} AND
570 REM COMPONENT }4OMENT VECTOR AND MOMENT ÀRI,f FOR
571 REM PLACEMENT OF THE FORCE
572 REM ***************************************x***
580 REM FOR C=1 T0 3
590 LoCÀTE 12,103PRINT "CÀtCULÀTING" i
600 FOR INC=1 TO NIJM
510 PRINT ". ";
620 REM IF C=1 THEN GOTO 680 ELSE GOTO 720
530 REM FOR CÀSE 1

640 REM FX=Fxc(INc)!FY=FYC(INc):Fz=Fzc(INc) :
641 REM Mx=MxC(rNC):uy=Myc(rNC):Mz=MzC(INCi
550 REM c0T0 800
660 REM

670 REM IF C=2 THEN GOTO 730 ELSE GOTO 770
680 REM FOR CÀSE 2
690 REM FX=FXS(INC) !Fy=FyS(rNC) !Fz=FzS(rNC)l
691 REM ¡'rx=MXS (r NC ) sMy=MyS (r NC ) rMz=MZS (r NC )
700 REM G0T0 800
71 t) REM
720 REM FOR CÀSE 3730 Fx=FXsz(rNc):Fy=Fysz(rNC)!Fz=Fzsz(rNc)r731 Mx=MxSz (rNC ) !My=MySz (rNC ) :Mz=MzSz (rNC )
740 REM G0T0 800
750 REM CALCULATION LOOP
760 FDM=FX*l,tx+FY*MY+FZ*MZ
770 F=SQR (Fx^ 2+Fy^2+îz^2)
780 M=SQR (MX^ 2+My^2+'r[z^21
790 IF M=O THEN GOTO 8OO ELSE 820800 CrH=O
810 coro 830
820 CTH=FDM/(F*M)
830 MP=M*CTH
84 0 MPX= ( FX/¡ ) *Mp : MTX=MPX* 1 0 ^6+. 5 : MTX=I NT (MTX ) : MTX=MTX,/1 0^6
850 MPY=(FYÆ)*MP :MTy=Mpy*10^5+. g¡y1y=¡¡T(MTy) :MTy=MTy710^6
ts6tr MPZ= ( FZlF ) *MP 3MTZ=MpZ* 1 0 ^5+. 5 : MTZ=I HT (M,tZl t!4TZ=MTZ'/ 1 O 

^ 6I70 MCX=Ì.!X-MPX ! MTX=tlX-MTX
880 MCY=MY-MPY :MTY=MY-MTY
8 9 0 MCz =MZ -MP Z tl|Tz =Mz -MyZ
900 IF MrY=0 rHEN coTo 940 ErSE GOTO 910910 IF MTX=O THEN GOTO 1120 EtSE GOTO 920
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920 IF MTZ=O THEN GOTO 1100 EISE GOTO 930930 coro 1180

?40 IF Mrx=o rHEN coro 1010 ErSE coro 950950 IF MTZ=O THEN GOTO 990 EtSE GOTO 970960 REM uy=o

:19 D1=-t4cz/ìncxJD2=(FxxMc7,Atrcx-Fz)/Fytcoro1210gE0 REM ************************x*,t*******i***********
990 REM My=O MZ=01000 n1=0:o?=-îz/Fy!coro 12101010 IF MTz=0 THEN GOTO 1020 ELSE GOTO 10401020 REM t"ty=g MX=¡ Mz=O'1030 X=0:y=0!z=03GOTO 12401040 REM My=g Mx=¡
1050 K= (MCX^2 +UCy 

^2+MCZ.^2) / (îX^2+Fy n2ap7n2¡

]9!9 D1=-Fy/Fx Dz=sQR((K),/( 1+D1Â2llzy=D2ru/u IF MCZ>o THEN DIR=1 EISE DrR=_11080 IF Fx>0 THEN DrF=f ELSE DrF=-11090 y=y*DJR*Di F ! X=01*y: z=0:coTo 12401100 REM Mz=01110 D1=-Mcy,/Mcx!D2=-Fz(Fy_FX*¡,tCy/McÐrcoTO t2101120 rF Mrz=o rHEN boro ll¡o ñi-si ìTeä-'"'"
1130 REM ìu{=0 Mz=O
1 1 40 D1=-FZ/FxJD2=0 I GOTO 1 21 0
1150 REM l,rx=0

]]99 D1=(Fy*MczlMct-Fzl/Fxtl.2=-Mz/tty
1170 coTo 1210
1 1 80 D 1 = ( Fy*Mcz /,t4cy -Fzl / Gx-Fy*McxlMcy )
1 I 90 D2= ( -Mcx*D1 /Mcyl - 04cz hlcy\
1 2 0 0 F.= ( ucx ^2 +ucy 

^ 
2+ttcz ̂  Z i / (Fx^ 2 +Fy n 

Z +î z n2 )
1 2 1 0 z=S0R ( (Kl / ( 1 +D1 ^2+D2^Z) ) :z=z* ( -1 I
1220 y=(D2*z)
1 230 x=01*z
1240 REM *************!***xx****************
1.?50 Mpxsz(rNc)=Mpx:MpySz(rNc)=MpyrMpzSz(rNc)=Mpz:1251 Mcxsz(rNc)=McxlMcysz(rNc)=Mcy:Mctõtiiñði=Mcz:coro 1270
1 260 REM xs ( rNC)=xrys ( rNc) =y: zS (rNc)=z rcoro ilãó
1270 xsz ( rNc ) =x3 ysz (rNc) =y: zSz (r Nc )=z
] ?99 lgM rpRrNr usrNc "####. ##', iMcx iMcy iucz ;Mpx;Mpy iMpz ;trx;MyiMz ; crH1290 NEXT INC
13OO REM NEXT C

1310 REM PLÀCING DÀTA ON DISK IN À LOTUS FILE NÀ}IED WAN$
1320 oPEN "R" , #2,I,IAN$,73
1330 B=0
1340 FOR x=1 TO 9
1350 iF x=9 THEN GorO 1380

]1!9 F]ELD #2,B Às rRÀsH1$,8 Às RENg(x)1370 coro 1390

]l!9 FIELD #2,8 As TRÀSH1g,8 AS RENg(x),1 Às REr$
'1 

3 90 B=B+8
1400 NEXT X
1410 CLS:LOCATE l0,10!pRINT
"STORiNG WRENCH ANÀLYSIS DÀTA ON DtSK. FTLENAME = ";WÀNg'1420 FoR I=1 TO 9:Stlr(r )=0:NEXT r
1430 FOR INC=I TO NUM
1440 PRINT ".",
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1450 RE(1)=¡5211¡a¡
1460 srJM(1)=xsz(rNc)+SrrM(1)1470 RE(2)=ysz(rNc)1480 SUM(2)=ySz(rNC)+suM(2)1490 RE(3)=zsz(rNc)
1500 su'r(3)=zSz(rNc)+Srru(3)
1510 RE (4 )=MPXSZ (rNC )1520 sÌilr(4 ) =IrpxSz ( r Nc )+SuM(4 )
1 530 RE ( 5 )=Mpysz ( iNC )1540 SIJM(5)=Mpysz(rNc)+SUM(S)
'1 550 RE ( 6 )=MPzSz ( iNC )1560 sr.rM(6)=Mpzsz(tNc)+srrM(5)
1570 RE (7 )=McxSz (rNc)
1580 srju( 7 ) =MCxsz ( r Nc )+suM (7 )1590 RE(8)=McySz(rNc)
1 600 sr.J¡t( I )=Mcysz ( r Nc )+suu (8 )1610 RE (9 )=MczSz (rNc )1620 stru (9 ) =Mczsz ( rNC )+suM (9 )1630 FOR x=1 rO 9

16-!0^ rsEr REN$(x)=srRg(rNr((RE(x)+.000005)*100000r)/100000r)
1 6 50 NEt{r x
1660 LsEr RErg=cHR$(13)1610 PUT #2,INC
1680 NEXT INC
1690 cLosE #2
1700 FOR t=1 TO 9:SlrÌ,!(r)=St¡¡l(l),/HUU:Hnxr r
1710 crs
1720 LOCÀTE 2,12:PRINT ',RESULTS OF WRENCH ÀNALYSIS FOR TRtÀt = ",F$1730 LoCATE 5,15!pRrNT "MEAN MrNrMul,t postTroñ ùËcron,
1740 REM LOCÀTE 6,1:
PRINT "------
'1750 LoCÀTE 7,51
PRINT II RX(M)
1760 LOGÀTE 8,13:
PRINT USING''#f##.####
1770 LOCÀTE 9,1:pRrNT

RY (M) Rz (M)"

" rsul'l( 1 ) ; Sut-l( 2) ; sUM( 3 )

PÀRÀLLEL MOMENT (WRSHC¡J MO}IENT)''

MPY(N*M) MpZ (N*M)"

" r suM(4 ) r suM( 5) isrJM(6 )

1780 LoCÀTE 1 1 , 1 5: pRr NT ,'HEAN

1790 LOCÀTE 13,5:
PR]NT '' MPX (N*M)
1800 LoCATE 14,13!
PRINT USTNG "####.####
1810 LOCÀTE 15,'1 !pRINT

1820 LoCÀTE 17,15:PRINT "MEÀN PERPENDI CUTAR MOMENT ,,

1830 LoCATE 18,5:
PRINT " MCX(N'IM) MCY(N*M) MCz (N*M),,
1840 rocATE 19,13:
PRINr USING "####.#l## " iSrI{(7)iSrJu(B);SrJ}r(9)
1850 LoCATE 20,11
t Rt N"l' ------
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1860 LoCÀTE 25¡10:PRINT "pRrNT MEÀN VALUES TO PRTNTER y/N,,;:INPUT 
Qg1870 iF Q$="" t¡lEN BEEp:GgTO 1860

1880 IF Q$="y" THEN GOTO 1910
1890 IF Q$="N" THEN 60T0 100

'' FOR THE THREE DTMENSIONÀL FORCE AND MOMENT SYSTEM DETERMINED,,
1912 TPRINT " BY THE FORCE ÀND MOUENT TILLÀ6E DyNAMOMETER',
1915 LPRINT oR TRrÀL = ";F$
1920 LPRI NT : LPRI NT ! LPRI NT !tPRINT

1900 BEEP:G0T0 1860
1910 LPRINT "
1 9.f 1 LPR] NT

1930 LPRINT "
1940 LPRINT :
LPRI NT ''
1950 LPRINT "

RESULTS OF WRENCH ANÀLYSTS "

MEÀN MI NIMI'}I POSITION VECTOR''

Rv (M) Rz (M) "

" rsuu( 1 ) ;St lq(2 ) Isur'r( 3 )

MEAN RESULTÀNT FORCE ''

FY(N) rz (N) "

" i FLl'tEÀN i FYMEÀN i FZUEAN

MEAN RESULTANT I.IOMENT"

MY (N*M )

" i MX.IIEÀN; MYMEAN; MZ]tEÀN

RX(M)

1il-;;il;-;
TPRINT " MEÀN PÀRÀLIEL COMPONENT MOMENT (I,¡RENCH MOMENT),'
1980 TPRINT :
LPRINT " MPX(N*M) Mpy(N*M) MpZ(N,rM)"
1990 LPRINT

TLPRINT USINc "####.####
1960 LPRINT !LPRINT

:LPRINT USING "####.##f#
2000 LPRINT !LPRINT

" ;st lt(4 ) i StDt( 5) rsuM( 5)

2 0 '1 0 LPRI NT : LPRI NT ',
2O2O LPRINT I
LPRINT '' MPDX (N*M )
2O3O LPRINT

TLPRINT USING "####.####
2040 LPRINT !LPRINT

MEÀN PERPENDI CULAR COMPONENT MOMENT''

MPDY (N*M ) MPDZ (N*M ) ''

" ;st M( 7) ; st Þr(I ) iSrrlr( 9)

2050 LPRINT :LPRINT "
2060 LPRINT:
LPRINT '
2O7O LPRINT

FX(N)

I ¡t

:LPRINT USING "####.####
2071 LPRINT 3LPRINT

2072 LPRINT sLPRINT ',
2073 LPRINT

ILPRINT " MX (N*U )
2074 LPRINT

sLPRINT USING "####.####
2075 LPR]NT:IPRINT

Mz (N'ilr) "

2076 LPRTNT CHR$(12)
2079 c0T0 100
2O8O REM SUBROUTINE FOR MÀIN MENU
2090 crs
2100 LOCÀTE 2'10:PRINT "PRocRÀM To DETERMINE THE wRENcH oF À sysrEM oF',2110 tocÀTE 3,14:pRINT "THREE Dil,|ENSTONÀL FORCEa ÀND MOMENTS"
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2120 LOCATE 4,9:
PRINT "AND THE MINIMIJM POSITION VECTOR FROM THE ORIGIN OF THE "2130 LoCÀTE 5,23:pRINT',DYNÀMOMETER SYSTEM'i
2140 LoCÀTE 7, 1 ! pRrNT

2r50 rocATE 10,10:pRINT "l) Wnnñõ¡l ¡Her,vsls pRocRÀM
2160 tocÀTE 12,10:pRrNT ,'2) RETURN TO MÀIN MEñU
2151 tOCÀTE 14,10rCOLOR i5,0:
PRINT "PLACE DÀTÀ DISK IN DRIVE À"ICOLOR 7,0
2170 IOCÀTE 20,lOIPRINT ''INPUT DESIRED SEIÉCTION'';ITNPUT N$2180 IF N$=u" THEN BEEprcoTo 2170
2190 IF VÀL(N$)>2 THEN BEEPIGOTO 2170
22OO Iî VAt(N$)<,1 THEN BEEPIGOTO 2170
2210 IF vÀr(Ng)=l rHEN GoTo 2230
2220 Iî vÀt(N$)=2 THEN coro 2240
2230 RETURN
2240 LoCATE 15,20:COLOR 31,0:pRINT ',LOÀDING MÀIN I,jENU,,!COLOR 7,0
224 f cHÀrN "*u*r", ?0
9OOO REM ERROR
9010 IF ERR=53
THEN BEEP 3 BEEP ! BEEP: cLs :
LOCATE 23'20!cOLoR 15,0rPRINT "FILE NOT FouND":coLoR T,0rREsuME i209020 IF ERR=74 THEN RESTME NExr
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1 REM *INTERSECTION PROGRÀM*'10 crs
20 LoCÀTE 2,5

!PRINT IIINTERSECTION 
PROGRÀM FOR THE RESULTANT MEÀN TILLÀGE FORCE''30 LoCATE 3,7

:PRINT I'ÀND THE PLÀNE USED TO REPRESENT THE TTLLAGE IMPLEMENT,,40 LoCÀTE 5,5
IPRINT I'PROGRÀM USES THE I'{EÀN POSITION VECTOR ÀND THE MEÀN FORCEI'50 LoCÀTE 5,5
!PRINT IIVECTOR RESULTS FROM PROGRAM WRENCH''

60 LOCATE 13,20:COL0R 0,7:
PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE";ICOLOR 7,0:INPU? Og
1OO REM PROGRAM WILL GIVE INTERSÈCTION POiHT OT
110 REM PLÀNE ÀND FORCE VECTOR
120 cLs
130 coro 260
140 REM SUBROUTINE FOR INTERSECTION DETERMINÀTION
1 50 À=vÀL(A$ ) : B=vÀr ( B$ ) 3 C=vAr ( cS ) ¡D=v¡r, (nl)' "- -
160 A1=VÀr(À1$) :B1=vÀL(81$) :C1=úel(cl s )
1 70 xo=vÀr(x0$) ryo=vAL(yo$ ) : zo=v¡r( zoi i
180 REM
190 TToP= -A *XO-B* YO_C * ZO_D
200 TB0T=À*A1 +B*81 +C*C1
210 T=TTOP/TBOT
220 X=Xo+T*A 1

230 Y=Yo+T*B 1

240 Z=ZO+T*CI
250 RETURN
260 crs
2't0 I=1
271 LoCÀTE 2,5:COLOR 15,0:pRINT
''INTERSECTON PROGRAM FOR THE LINE OF ACTION OF THE RESULTÀNT FORCE AND,,212 LOCATE 3,l0rpRINT
"THE PLÀNE USED TO REPRESENT THE TILLÀGE I MPLEMENT'' : COLOR 7,0280 LoCÀTE 9,5,0IPRINT ',PLÀNE EOUÀTION"
290 tocÀTE 5,5,0rPRrNT "1) e=";À
300 LOCATE 6,5,0rPRINT "2) B="iB
310 tOCÀTE 7,5,0rPRINT "3) C=";C
320 LocATE 8,5,0:pRINT "4) D="iD
330 IF I=0 THEN GOTO 610
340 LoCATE 9,25,0!pRINT ,FORCE 

VECTOR"
350 LoCÀTE 5,25,0:pRINT',5)¡¡1=";À1
350 LoCATE 6,25,0:pRrNT "6)Fy=";81
370 LOCÀTE 7,25,0!pRINT n7)FZ=n;Ci
380 IF I=0 THEN GOTO 610
390 LoCÀTE 9,45,03pRINT "POSITTON VECTOR"
400 LOCATE 5,45,0:pRrNT "g¡¡9=" ;XO
410 LOCÀTE 6,45,0rpRrNT "9¡y6="¡yO
420 LoCATE 7,45,0:pRINT "10lzO=i ¡zO
430 IF I=0 THEN GOTO 610
440 LoCATE 10,5,0:pRrNT "11) CÀtcutÀTE TNTERCEPT"
450 LoCÀTE 10,30,0:pRrNT "12) RETURN TO MÀIN MENU"
460 IF I=0 THEN GOTO 610
470 G0T0 610
480 REM
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490 LOCATE 18,5,0:pRINT t,X=";X
500 LoCÀTE 18,25,0:pRINT "y=i';y
510 IOCÀTE 18,50,0:pRINT "Z=";Z
520 LoCÀTE 14,10,0:pRiNT " PRESS ANy KEy TO CONTTNUE
530 IoCÀTE 17,10,01C0t0R 17,1:pRINT ''INTERCEPT pOINT
540 9ç=¡¡¡sYE:IF 95=''" coTo 540
550 LoCÀTE 15, 10,0:COLOR 2,6:pRINT,'
560 LOCATE 14,10,0:COLOR 2;5:pRrNT "
570 LoCÀTE 17, 10,0: COLOR 2,6: pRINT "
580 IOCÀTE 18,5,0:COL0R 2,6:
PRI NT ''
590 toCÀTE 16,1,0rCOLOR 2,6:
PRI NT ''
600 IF I=0 THEN GOTO 610
510 LoCATE 15,10,0:
PRTNTI'
LoCÀTE 15,10,0:pRrNT "SELECT VÀRIÀBLE TO CHANGE=":
620 rNPUT VCH$
630 vcH=vÀr(vcH$)
640 IF VCH$="" THEN !BEEP:GO?O 610
650 IF VCH>I2 THENTBEEP:GOTO 610
660 IF vCH=o THEN:BEEp¡GOTO 6'10
670 IF VCH<O THENIBEEPIGOTO 610
680 LoCÀTE 15, 10,0:pRINT
690 I=0
700 0N vcH GOTO 7 10,7 40,.t70, 800,830, 860, 890, 920, 950, 980, 1 01 0, 1 030710 LoCATE 15,10,0:
PRINT " INPUT NEI,I A VALUE ¡=";:INpUT ÀglIF Ag=ri, THEN GOTO 280
?20 À=vAr(A$)
730 coro 280
740 LoCÀTE 15,10,0:
PRINT '' INPUT NEI{ A VÀLUE g='I;:INPUT B$:IF B$=''il THEN GoTo 280750 B=vÀr(B$)
760 c0r0 280
770 LOCÀTE 15,10,0r
PR]NT '' INPUT NEW À VÀLUE g=''¡:INPUT C$:IF C$='''' THEN GOTO 280780 c=vÀt(c$)
790 c0T0 280
800 LOCÀTE 15,10,0:
PRINT '' INPUT NEW À VÀLUE P='t; ¡INPUT D$:IF D$=''- THEN GOTO 280810 D=vÀr(D$)
820 c0T0 280
830 tOcÀTE 15,10,0r
PRINT '' TNPUT NE}¡ À VÀLUE p)¡='';:INPUT À1$:IF À1$=''', THEN GoTo 340840 A1=VÀr(À1$)
850 c0T0 340
860 LoCÀTE 15,10,0!
PRINT '' INPUT NEW À VALUE NY=''; IINPUT 81$:IF 81$='''' THEN GOTO 340870 B1=vÀL(81$)
880 GoTO 340
890 rOcATE 15,10,0:
PRINT '' INPUT NEI{ A VÀLUE Fz='';!INPUT c1$:iF c1$="'' THEN GoTo 340900 c1=vÀt(c1$)
910 c0r0 340
920 LOCÀTE 15,10,0r
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PRINT '' INPUT NEW À VÀLUE XO=''i:INPUT XO$IIF XO$='''' THEN GOTO 390
930 xo=vÀr(x0$)
940 c0T0 390
950 LOCATE 15, 10,0:
PRINT '' INPUT NEl,l À VÀLUE yg=I';¡INPUT YO$:iF YO$='''' THEN GoTo 390
960 Yo=vÀr(Y0$)
970 c0T0 390
980 LoCÀTE 15,10,0:
PRINT '' INPUT NEI{ À vAtUE ¿9='';:INPUT ZO$;IF zO$=.''' THEN GoTo 390990 zo=vAt(20$)
1000 c0r0 390
1010 cosuB'140
1020 c0T0 480
1030 cHÀrN "MMENU",70
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1 REM *cÀLIBRATIoN PRoGRAM FoR iND]VIDUAL TRANSDUCERS*
10 DrM vÀg(10)
20 DrM vÀ(10)
30 REM******x*********************************************************
40 REM PROGRÀM FOR INDIVIDUÀL CALIBRÀT]ON OF TRÀNSDUCERS **
50 REM* * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * ** * ** * * * ** *** ** * ** * ** * * * * * * ** * * * *
60 REM

70 CLS: OPEN "COM1 .9600 tE,'t | 1 ,RS,CS,DS', AS #1
80 PRrNr #1, "$À0 0 uc cA (18 10)"
90 LINE INPUT #1,8$
100 REM********ir*******************************************************
,1 10 REM ÀBOVE I]NES OPEN COMMUNICÀTION WITH TÀURUS AND CORONA **
120 REM **************************************************************
130 PRrNT #1,"$A0 1ÀS CL (0 192 1)
140 iNPUT f1,Bg
150 INPUT f1,E$
1qO IF E$="E" THEN INPUT #1,8$!PRINT ''**ERROR**'t;B$;GOTO 1440
170 REM******************************************x********************
180 REM SETS UP SCAN TÀBIE FOR BUS ZERO, STARTTNG ÀT CHÀNNEt O BUT **
190 REM WITH A GÀIN OF 1()O. THE INPUT ITETNUEUTS CHECK FOR ERRORS. **
200 REÌ4***************************************************************
210 PRINT #1,"$A0 1AÀ (1,0)"
220 LTNE INPUT #1,8$
230 LrNE INPUT #1,8$
240 PRINT B$
250 PRINT ''TEST SCÀN"
260 PRINT
270 PRrNr #1,"9A0 1ÀR (1)
280 INPUT #'1 ,B$
290 INPUT #'1 ,R$
3OO INPUT #1,E$
310 tr rg=,,p".THEN pRINT "**ERROR ¡69¡¡**";Rg:GOTO 1460
320 RE=vÀr(R$)
330 PRINT REi" rr

340 REM*****************************************************************
350 REM CHECKS T'OR ERRORS IN THE SET UP BY DOING A SINGTE SCÀN OF THE **360 REM TRÀNSDUCER BEING TESTED. **
370 REM***********************x**********************x******************
380 crs
390 INPUT rTRÀNSDUcER 

NL;Ì,IBER', tTRg:TR$="8:TR',+TR$
400 cLs
41 O PRINT ''PRESS ÀNY KEY TO CONTINUE TH]S TÀKES UNSTRÀINED REÀDINGS''
420 e$=¡¡,¡¡gYg: IF e9="" THEN 420
430 PRrNT #1,"$A0 1 AA (1,0)
440 LINE INPUT #1,8$
450 LINE INPUT #1,8$
460 PRINT B$
470 REM **************************************x**rxx********************
480 REM ANÀLOG ÀCQUIS]TON OF '1 CHANNET FOR UNLOÀDED CONDITIONS **
490 REM ****************************************************************
500 UNtoADED$=TR$ + "U"
510 oPEN "R",#2,UNLOADED$,2
520 FIELD f2,2 ÀS vÀ$
530 PRrNr #1,"$A0 l AR (1)"
540 iNPUr #1,89
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550 rNPUT #1,R9
550 rNPUT #1,89
570 IF E$="8" THEN PRINT "ERROR FOUND',;RgrGOTO 14BO
s80 vA=vÀr(R$)
581 PRiNT "UNLoÀDED REÀDINc";vÀ
590 tsET vÀ$=MKI$(vÀ)
600 PUr #2,1
610 crosE #2
520 REM ****************************************x**********************
630 REM ÀBOVE STÀTEMENTS TRÀNSFERS ÐATÀ FOR THE UNSTRAINED CONÐITION **
640 REM TO DISK IN A FILE UNDER THE TRÀNSDUCER NIjMBERI TR#U **
550 REM ***************************************************************
660 cLs
570 PRINTTT**************rr***********************xx*******************t'
680 PRINT'r**************x************************x*x*****************'r
690 PRTNT ''*PRESS ÀNY KEY TO STÀRT DÀTA AQUÀSITON FOR LOÀDED CONDITION''
700 PRINTTT************************************x**********************rl
710 PRINTTT*************************************x*********************rl
720 À$= INKEYgTIF A$="" THEN GOTO 720
730 cls
740 PRINT "LOÀD TRÀNSDUCER''
750 oPEN "Rl,,#2,TR$,20
_FTELD #2,2 AS vÀg(1),2 ÀS vÀ$(2),2 As vÀ$(3),
2 AS vÀ$(41,2 Às vÀg(5),2 Às vAg(6),2 Às vÀ$(i),
2 Às vÀg(8),2 As vAg(9),2 Às vÀ$(10)
770 FOR X= 1 T0 28
780 ,crs
781 PRINT : PRI NT
790 rF x>14 c0T0 850
800 PRINT "PLACE LoAD FoR CALIBRÀTIoN f ";x;', À LOÀD oF '.i20*x. "Kc,,810 PRINT rr***********PLACE 

LOAD ON***************x*****rr
820 pRrNr '///////// Hrr ÀNy KEy ro coNrrNUE ///////////////,
830 n5=¡¡¡¡1pyç!IF A$="" THEN GOTO 830
840 coro 890
850 pRrNT "PLÀCE LOÀD FOR CÀrrBRÀTrON #,';x;" À LOÀD Or ',;20*(28_x)860 pRINT r'***********ptACE 

LOÀD 6¡**xx**xi*************rl
919 lllryT ')///////// utr ANv KEy ro coNTTNUE ///////////////^880 lE=¡¡66y9:IF lg="" THEN GOTO 880
890 PRrNr #1,"$À0 1 AÀ (10,50)
900 rrNE rNPUT f1,B$
910 LINE iNPUT #1,8$
920 PRINT B$
930 REM ********************************x*******x**********************
940 REM ÀBoVE STATMENTS PERFORM ÀN ÀÀ *
941 RE}4 FOR 1CH 10 TIMES WITH À sOMSEC DELÀY *
950 REM ***************************************************************
950 FOR Y=1 TO 10
970 PRINT #1,"$À0 1 ÀR (1)
980 ]NPUT #1,8$
990 rNPUT #1,R9
lOOO INPUT #1,E$
'1010 IF E$="8" THEN pRINT t'ERROR"!coTo 1040
1020 vA(y)=vAr(R$)
1021 PRINT VA(Y);
1030 c0T0 1060
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1040 REM rNPUT #1,E9
1050 PRINT Eg:GOTO 1460
1060 LsEr vÀ$(Y)=MKI$(vÀ(y) )
1O7O NEXT Y
1080 pur #2,x
1090 NEXr x
'1 100 REM ***************************************************************
'1 110 REM ÀBOVE STÀTEMENTS PLÀCE REÀDINGS ON DISK UNDER T'ILE NÀI.'E TR# **
'1 120 REM ÀND RECORD LENGTHS OF 10 REÀDINGS EACH 2 BITES **
1130 REM *****************************************x********************x
1 140 crs
'1 150 PRINT"*************************************x**********************rl
,1 160 PRINT ''** DO YOU WÀNT DÀTÀ PRINTED OUT **II
1170 TNPUT "YES OR HO(y?,H?)";Q$
'1 180 IF Q$="N" c0r0 1480
1190 crs
1200 PRINTTT************************************rx**********************'t
1210 PRINT ''*'r DO YOU WANT ÀLL STEPS **"
1220 INPUT "YES OR NO(Y?,N?}'';Q$
1230 IF Q$="N" coro 1340
1240 FOR x=l T0 28
1250 IF X>14 THEN L=28
1260 PRINT "LOÀD ',;L*20. "Kct'
1270 PRINT r'***************************************************************'
1280 GET #2, X
1290 FOR Y=1 TO 10
1300 pRrNr usrNc " ########";cvl (r'¡$(y))
1 310 NEXT Y
1320 NEXT X
1330 c0r0 1420
'1 340 INPUT "INPUT LOAD TO BE PRINTED"tLO
1350 cEr #2,Lo/20
1360 PRINT tLO; "Kc"'1370 FOR Y=1 TO 10
1380 pRrNr usrNG "########"iCvr (vA$(y))
1390 NEXT Y
14()O INPUT''INPUT (Y) TO PRINT MORE LOADING CONDITIONS'';O$
1410 iF 0$="Y" c0r0 1340
'1420 PRINT rr ****ir******************** END *******x*****************',
1430 c0T0 1500
1440 PRiNT "*********ERROR********* 160"
'1450 c0T0 1500
1460 PRINT'r*********ERROR********* 310,1040"
1470 c0r0 1500
1480 PRINT r'*********ERROR********* 570"
1490 c0r0 1500
15OO PR]NT ''END''
1510 closE #2
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1 REM *CÀLiBRÀTION PROGRÀM FOR DYNAMOMETER FRÀME*
10 DrM vÀug(6)
20 DIM VAU(6)
30 DrM VA(50)
40 DrM VÀg(60)
50 REM****************************************************************
60 REM PROGRAM FOR CALIBRÀTION OF TRÀNSDUCER FRAME (SIX TRÀNSDUCERRS**
70 REI',|*** * * ** ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * ** * * * * * * *** ***
80 REM

90 cls: opEN "coM1 .9600tF ,'1 ,1 ,RS,CS,ÐS" ÀS #1
'1 00 PRrNT #1, "$A0 0 UC CA (18 10)"
110 LÌNE INPUT #1,8g
120 REM****************************************************************
130 REM ÀBOVE LINES OPEN COMMUNI CATI ON WITH TÀURUS AND CORONÀ **
140 REM ****************************************xit*******************it
150 PRiNr #1,"$A0 1ÀS CL (0 128 6)'160 INPUT #1,8$,170 

INPUT #'1 ,E$'180 In ¡$="p" THEN INPUT #1,B9:pRINT,'*r(ERROR**";Bg;GOTO 1330
'1 90 REM****************************************x*x********************
2OO REM SETS UP SCAN TABLE FOR BUS ZERO, STÀRTTNG ÀT CHÀNNEL O BUT **
210 REM WITH À GAIN OF 1OO. THE INPUT lr¡tNI¡NHrS CHECK FOR ERRORS. **
220 REM**************************************rr************************
230 PRrNr #1,"$À0 1 ÀÀ (1,0)"
240 LrNE INPUT #1,B$
250 rrNE rNPUT #1,8$
260 PRINT B$
270 PRINT ''TEST SCÀN FOR SIX CHANNELS"
280 PRINT
290 FOR TRANSDUCER=1 TO 6
300 PRrNr #1,"$À0 1AR (',l )
310 rNPUT #1,Bg
320 rNPUT #',í ,Rg
330 INPUT #1,8$
340 Ir pç="p" THEN PRINT "**ERROR pgg¡¡p**',;Rg:GOTO .1350

350 RE=vÀr(R$)
350 PRINT RE¡"
370 NEXT TRÀNSDUCER
380 REM*****************************************************************
390 REM CHECKS FOR ERRORS IN THE SET UP BY DOING À SINGLE SCAN OF THE **400 REM TRÀNSDUCERS BEING TESTED, **
410 REM******************************************x**********************
420 cLS
430 INPUT "TEST CONDITION(FX, Fy,FZ,uX,My,MZ ) ", FRg : FRg="8: FR"+FR$
440 crs
450 PRINT ''PRESS ÀNY KEY TO CONTINUE THIS TAKES UNLOÀDED READINGS',
460 lç=¡¡¡¡19y9: IF Ag=tt't THEN 460
470 PRrNr S1,"$À0 1ÀA (1,0)
480 L]NE INPUT #1,8$
490 LINE rNPUr #1,89
500 REM ****************************************xx**********************
510 REM ANÀLoG ACQUISIToN oF 5 TRANSDUCERS UNLoADED coNDITIoNS **
520 REM ****************************************************************
530 UNtoÀÐED$=FRg + t'U,'

540 oPEN |,R" 
r#2,UNIOADED$, 12
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550-FIELD.#2,2 ÀS VÀUg(1),2 AS VÀU$(2),2 Às vÀug(3),
2 Às vÀug(A),2 Às vAU$(s),2 ÀS vAU$(6)
560 FOR TRANS=1 T0 6
570 PRrNT #1,"$À0 1 ÀR (l)"
580 INPUT #1,89
590 rNPUT #1,R$
600 INPUT #1,89
610 TF E$="8" THEN PR]NT',ERRoR FoUND'';R$IGOTo 1370
620 vÀu(rRANs ) =vÀr ( R$ )
630 PRINT''UNLOÀDED READING'' iVÀU(TRANS)
640 LsEr vAU$(TRANS)=ì,fKI $(vÀU(rRÀNs) )
650 PUr #2,1
660 NEXT TRANS
670 cLosE #2
680 REM **************************************************************
690 REM ÀBOVE STÀTEMENTS TRÀNSFERS THE DATÀ FOR UNLOÀDED CONDITION **
7OO REM TO DISK IN À FILE UNDER THE TRÀNSDUCER NI,JMBER, FR(COÑJ---- **
710 REM **********************rÈ***************************************
720 cLs
730 PRINTTT***********************************************************rl
740 PRINTTT*************************************r**********************rl
750 PR]NT "*PRESS ÀNY KEY TO START DÀTÀ AQUÀSITON FOR LOÀDED CONDITION*''760 PRINTTT****************************************xx******************rl
770 PRINTTT************************************************************rl
780 À$= INKEYg¡IF À$="" THEN GOTO 780
790 cLS
8OO PRINT ''LOÀD TR¡.NSDUCER FRÀME''
8.f 0 oPEN "R",#2,FRg, 120
820 B=0
830 FoR x=1 r0 60
840 FIELD #2,8 ÀS TRÀSHg,2 ÀS VA$(X)
850 B=B+ 2

860 NEXT X
870 REM ***************************************************************
880 REII{ * FEILDS REcoRD FoR THE TRÀNSDUCER REÀÐINGS **
890 REM ****************************************x**********************
900 FOR x= 1 TO 28
910 'cls
920 PRINT 3PRINT
930 PRINT "PRESENT X VÀLUE rS";X
940 iNPUT "INPUT PRESENT X VALUE OR NE}l VÀLUE";N
950 x=N
960 iF x>14 THEN L=28-x ELSE r=X
970 PRINT "PLÀCE IOAD FOR CÀLIBRÀTION #,';X;" A LOÀD OF ";20*¡."¡6"980 pRINT,,***********ptÀCE LOÀD g¡*******i*************
??9^PflIT "///////// HIT ÀNv KEy ro coNTTNUE ///////////////,
l OOO PRI NT
.1O1O 

PRINT
1020 lE=¡¡¡¡py$:lr eç="" THEN GOTO 1020
1030 PRrNr #1,"SÀ0 1ÀÀ (10,50)
1040 LINE rNPUT #1,89
'1050 LrNE rNPUT #1,89
'f 060 PRrNr B$
1070 REM **************************************************************
1O8O REM STATMENTS PERFORM ÀN AÀ FOR 6 CH 10 TIMES T,TITH À sOMSEC DELÀY*
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1090 REM ***************************************x**********************
1 091 }dÀR=0
,1 

1OO PRINT ''TRANSD 1" TÀB(14) ''TRANSD 2'' TÀB(28) "TRÀNSD 3''
TAB(42) "TRÀNSD 4" TÀB(56) ''TRANSD 5" TAB(7Oi ''TRANSÐ 6''
1110 FoR Y=1 r0 60
1120 PRrNr #1,"$À0 1AR (1)
'1 130 INPUT #1,8$
1140 INPUT #1,R$
1150 rNPUT #1,89
1160 IF E$="8" THEN pRINT "ERROR',:cOTo 1200
1170 vÀ (Y )=vÀr ( R$ )
'1 171 IF Y='1 0R Y=7 OR y=13 OR y=19 OR y=25 OR y=31
0R Y=37 0R Y=43 0R Y=49 OR y=55 THEN !rÀR=O ELSE MAR=MÀR +1
1 180 PRiNT TAB(MÀR*14) VÀ(Y),
'1 '190 c0r0 1220
1200 REM ERRoR CHECKING*x*******************
1210 PRINT Eg:GOTO 1350
1220 LSET vÀ$(y)=MKr$(vÀ(y) )
1230 NEXT Y
1240 PUT #2,X
1250 NEXT X
1260 REM *****************************************x*********************
.1270 

REM ÀND RECORD LENGTHS OF 60 REÀDINGS EACH 2 BITES LONG **'1280 REM EÀCH RECORD NIjMBER IS THE LOADING NIJI,IBER. **
1290 REM ***************************************************************
1300 crs
1310 PRINT 'r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * END *************************rl
1320 G0r0 1390
1330 PRINT "*********ERROR*****x*** 160 t'

1340 c0T0 1390
'1350 PRINT "*********ERROR*x******* 310, 1040',
'1 350 c0r0 1390
1370 PRINT "*********ERROR********* 570't
1380 c0r0 1390
1390 PRINT ''END''
1400 closE #2


